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Willem dp Kooning
by Thomas B. Hess

Willem de Kooning, regarded by many artists, crit

ics, and collectors as "the most important painter

at work in the middle of our century," came to this

country from The Netherlands in 1926, and became,

in the thirties and forties, the key figure in a new

and revolutionary phase of American art, often

called Abstract Expressionism. Along with such

painters as Jackson Pollock and Arshile Gorky, he

helped to create a movement that rejected preva

lent European aesthetics and pointed toward a

wholly new direction. Packing his canvases with

shapes, allusions, actions, counter-actions, a prolif

eration of images, a piling of ambiguity on top of

ambiguity, of paint slashed into high-speed actions,

de Kooning influenced an entire generation of paint

ers. Today, he is energetically at work in his Long

Island studio, continuing his search for new forms

and colors, having had, within the last two years,

major exhibitions in this country and abroad.

This book catalogues de Kooning's most compre

hensive exhibition —a look at the artist in mid-

career, beginning with his first mature works in the

1930s and concluding with a large picture finished

in November 1967. The text, in the form of a chro

nological commentary, explores the complex and

ambiguous character of the man and his work. The

(Continued on back flap )
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Willem de Kooning



Hans Namuth: Willem de Kooning, East Hampton, 1963



Introduction

As I write these lines of introduction to Willem

de Kooning's most comprehensive exhibition, he is

hard at work in his new studio (it is almost finished ;

it probably will never be finished) at The Springs,

Long Island.

I have not seen the latest paintings; a friend who

visited him a week ago says that they are still on

the Woman in the Country theme, but now he has

keyed up the colors - lighter and brighter. Also he

has invented a new way to stretch large canvases,

on reinforced styrofoam panels weighing only a few

pounds, instead of on a wood chassis that weighs

about fifty; this makes it easier to maneuver the

paintings around.

About a dozen major oils, three times that many

sketches, plus a stack of drawings have been com

pleted since January i, 1967 - the cut-off date of

this exhibition, making it satisfactorily incomplete

and open-ended. In the past he has turned down a

number of bids for retrospectives. "They treat the

artist like a sausage," he once said, "tie him up at

both ends, and stamp on the center 'Museum of

Modern Art,' as if you're dead and they own you."

He became reconciled to this project three years

ago, at first because it was going to be in Amster

dam and London, and probably not come to New

York; later because his good friend the poet Frank

O'Hara, who was a curator at the Museum, was

going to organize the New York show; and finally,

and decisively, because his own work is going so

well that he cannot be petrified into a memorial.

This, then, is a look at the artist in mid-career,

beginning with his first mature works in the mid-

1930's and emphasizing pictures that have seldom

if ever been shown in public. It defines neither his

oeuvre nor its development, but certainly offers

enough to demonstrate why many artists, critics,

and collectors are convinced that Willem de Koon

ing has been and remains the most important

painter at work in the middle of our century.



Willem de Kooning was born in Rotterdam, April

24, 1904. When he was about five years old, his

mother and father were divorced.The court assigned

his older sister to his mother, and Willem to his

father, probably because of the extremely warm

relationship between them. His mother, however,

fought the decision, at first simply by grabbing up

the child and taking him home with her, later

through a successful appeal to the court. Both

parents remarried and had other children. The

father, Leendert de Kooning, became a successful

distributor of wines, beers, and soft drinks. He was

preoccupied with his growing business and new

family and had little time for Willem. The mother,

Cornelia Nobel, today a spry nonagenarian still

living in Rotterdam, was a bartender in a cafe

largely patronized by sailors. I touch on these details

because, as will be indicated, they supply possible

clues to de Kooning's magisterial Woman of the

early 1950's - an image which has become a totem

and icon of the times.

At the age of twelve Willem was sent to work

for his living, apprenticed to a firm of commercial

artists and decorators, Jan and Jaap Gidding.

Because the boy showed exceptional aptitude, the

latter urged him to enroll for the full course of

evening classes at the Rotterdam Academy of Fine

Arts and Techniques, where he worked for the

next eight years.

The academies inaugurated in seventeenth-century

Holland were very different from those that flour

ished under royal patronage in the rest of Europe -

as Nikolaus Pevsner points out in his book on

these maligned institutions. Most academies were

founded as centers of Renaissance humanist ideas

about science, philosophy, education, and the arts

and led in the fight against the vestiges of the

medieval guilds, with their craft traditions, ap-



prenticeship system, local monopolies, and belief

in the artist's fixed role in a homogeneous, hierar

chical society. The academies fought for the artist's

right to become a cosmopolitan, intellectual pro

fessional - a peer of jurists, generals, and bishops.

They were usually backed by the state (notably

the efforts of Colbert and Mazarin in France)

through its emergent, nationalist government,

which understood that the emancipated artists of

the academies could improve the design of exports,

attract tourists, and, most of all, give regal forms

to the authority of a centralized monarchy. The

guilds fought tenacious rear-guard actions, often

in alliance with feudal nobles and the urban petty

merchant and working classes, who also wanted to

protect their franchises and social prerogatives

against the "New Thought" of a new age. The

academies of course won. The guilds were reduced

to craftsmen's trade unions. And one of the results

was that the modern artist became, for the first

time, a classless intellectual with a deep nostalgia

(often alternating with an aristocratic disdain) for

the working classes, with their simpler values and

deeper roots.

The single notable exception to this pattern,

however, was Holland: perhaps because its pros

perous middle class was already so advanced that

it had taken over and identified itself with the

nation without periods of civil war or intellectual

revolution; perhaps because the small, homoge

neous country had enough interior strength to

withstand the tensions and fragmentation inherent

in modernity ; perhaps because the feudal structure

had never been deeply a part of the Lowlands,

dotted with harbors and populated with explorers

and import-export tycoons.

In any event, the Dutch institutions established

for art education were blends of the feudal guilds

(which made no distinction between fine and ap

plied arts, both being part of the same ladder, with

the apprentice grinding pigments at the bottom

rung and the great master executing his master-

works at the top, each producing an honest day's

labor worthy of its hire) and of the seventeenth-

century academies, which considered the Fine Arts

as pure, intellectual: a causa mentale, in the phrase

of the founder of the first Renaissance academy,

Leonardo da Vinci.

Thus de Kooning was taught guild and academy

disciplines and philosophies simultaneously. He

remembers that, first, there was lettering, copying

inscriptions; at the end of the year each student

was supposed to make one masterful sign (a guild

idea, and one that has stuck with the artist; a

number of his paintings of the mid-1940's and

the mid-1950's are clued to scattered letters;

walking down the Boulevard des Capucines at

night, on his first visit to Paris - January 1968 -

his initial impression was that "the French have

very neat, crisp lettering"). Then there were per

spective (an academy discipline) and proportion

(again the academy - perspective and proportion

were considered to be purely intellectual subjects

and thus free from any guildish taint of manual

work) . The students were given brass models ' 'which

looked like Constructivist sculptures" and told to

render them from various angles neatly on paper.

There were also drawing from casts and the model

(academy) and training in wood-graining and mar-

bleizing (guild) . There were lectures on art theory

and history, from the Egyptians through the Re

naissance. Sometimes guild and academy ideas

were fused into one project. A carefully arranged

still-life setup was presented to the students as

an exercise in foreshortening, modeling, render

ing light and shadow, etc., all academic principles,

but de Kooning recalls that it had to be finished

with a series of minute conte crayon dots and



Dish with Jugs. (ca. 1921).

Charcoal on gray paper,

19V4 X 253/8 inches.

Private collection

points, to give a textureless, trompe-l' ceil illusion

- a guild "secret" (above).

The issue of originality was never raised be

cause both guild and academy understood that

originality is the one thing that cannot be taught.

Standards of quality were so obvious that they

were irrelevant. "Everybody knew," de Kooning

remembers, "who were the best students." They

were the quickest and deftest - and that was that.

The guild tradition of an artist as a man in the

world, a part of society, was dominant, and had

become reinforced in the 1920s by the brilliant de

Stijl group in Holland, which, under the leader

ship of Mondrian and van Doesburg, agitated for

the new creed of the modern artist as a revolutionary

social engineer. Inspiration was considered to be

a piece of archaic sentimentality: "Show me Inspi

ration," sneered the de Stijl artists, just as, half

a century before, Courbet had challenged the Ro

mantics to show him a man with wings growing

out of his back. In an interview with David Syl

vester for the B.B.C. de Kooning said, "When we

went to the Academy - doing painting, decorating,

making a living - young artists were not interested

in painting per se. We used to call that good for

men with beards.' And the idea of a palette, with

colors on it, was rather silly. At that time we were

influenced by the de Stijl group. The idea of being a

modern person wasn't really being an artist in the

sense of being a painter."1

For a number of reasons, most of them beyond

his control, de Kooning did not choose to become a

full-time, totally committed Artist with a capital A

until 1934. Up until then he was an artist, but also

a "modern person" in the "real world" - a skilled

professional: carpenter, designer, house painter,

portraitist, a man who could execute a commission

with dispatch. And he has kept this contact, physi

cally and metaphysically, with life outside of the

studio. He designed his own house, starting with

the steel framework and going down to details of

tables, benches, drawers. He works on it as he does

14



on a painting: tearing walls down, moving cabinets

around. A number of young artists have been hired

to be his helpers. They were nicknamed "de Koon

ing's Peace Corps." One visitor rummaging around

came across a drawer fitted with small, neat com

partments. "What is it for?" De Kooning said,

"Why, collar studs." When asked if he owned so

many studs, he admitted that a particular car

penter he employed was good at, and enjoyed,

making little wood compartments.

It is as if whenever he moves into something new,

such as becoming an Artist, he refuses to let it

replace what was there before, in this case the

guild-plus-de Stijl idea of the artist as a Jack-of-

all-crafts. Which brings us to the central issue in

de Kooning's art: his creative use of ambiguity,

his will to work within the dialectical tensions

of a syllogism without synthesis. That is:

Thesis: The worker, the man on the job; his

responsibilities, his values, his dignity.

Antithesis: The artist, the man in the studio;

his aesthetic concepts, commitment to his identity

in art; his metaphysics (inspiration, genius, magic,

symbolizing power, call it what you will).

Synthesis : - and here de Kooning balks. He will

choose neither antinome nor accept their opposi

tion within a closed system. He is open to any con

cept except that of exclusivity.

In 1949, de Kooning wrote a paper that was read

on February 18 to a group of his fellow artists and

their friends :

My interest in desperation lies only in that sometimes

I find myself having become desperate. Very seldom

do I start out that way. I can see of course that, in the

abstract, thinking and all activity is rather desperate.

When an idea is given, one is stuck with it. You cannot

help seeing it and even using it as a possibility.

In Genesis, it is said that in the beginning was the

void and God acted upon it. For an artist that is clear

enough. It is so mysterious that it takes away all

doubt. One is utterly lost in space forever. You can

float in it, fly in it, suspend in it and today, it seems,

to tremble in it is maybe the best or anyhow very

fashionable. The idea of being integrated with it is a

desperate idea.

In art, one idea is as good as another. If one takes

the idea of trembling, for instance, all of a sudden

most of art starts to tremble. Michelangelo starts to

tremble. El Greco starts to tremble. All the Impres

sionists start to tremble. The Egyptians are trembling

invisibly and so do Vermeer and Giacometti and all

of a sudden, for the time being, Raphael is languid

and nasty; C6zanne was always trembling but very

precisely.

The only certainty today is that one must be self-

conscious. The idea of order can only come from above.

Order, to me, is to be ordered about and that is a limi

tation.

An artist is forced by others to paint out of his

own free will. If you take the attitude that it is not

possible to do something, you have to prove it by

doing it.

Art should not have to be a certain way. It is no use

worrying about being related to something it is im

possible not to be related to.

Style is a fraud. I always felt that the Greeks were

hiding behind their columns. It was a horrible idea of

van Doesburg and Mondrian to try to force a style.

The reactionary strength of power is that it keeps

style and things going.

It is impossible to find out how a style began. I

think it is the most bourgeois idea to think one can

make a style beforehand. To desire to make a style is

an apology for one's anxiety. Anyhow, I think innova

tors come at the end of a period. Cezanne gave the

finishing touches to Impressionism before he came

face to face with his "little sensation."

Whatever an artist's personal feelings are, as soon

as an artist fills a certain area on the canvas or cir

cumscribes it, he becomes historical. He acts from or

upon other artists.



An artist is someone who makes art too. He did not

invent it. How it started - "to hell with it." It is ob

vious that it has no progress.

The idea of space is given him to change if he can.

The subject matter in the abstract is space. He fills it

with an attitude. T he attitude never comes from him

self alone.

A ou are with a group or movement because you

cannot help it.2

Implicit in this statement is the syllogism :

Thesis: All art comes from art, relates to other

art, is about art, influences subsequent art.

Antithesis : The imperatives of style and histori

cal necessity are frauds; the artist today must

work from zero, from the void within himself.

Synthesis : - again de Kooning refuses any con

clusion that would close the argument.

The perfect anti-Hegelian, he will have it both

ways and work within the contradictions.

De Kooning does not identify with his friends

the American artists who claim a Wild West par

thenogenesis. He does not share the New World

idea of the New, the innocent eye, the virgin forest

- the slightly swami rhetoric that began in Stieg-

litz' circle, turned into stump speeches with the

Regionalists in the 1930's, and still is heard among

the followers of Pollock and Still (although both

these artists were far too intelligent to indulge

in their followers' exaggerations) . De Kooning

has called it "making art out of John Brown's

body . . . standing all alone in the wilderness."

He is scholarly, hypersensitive to traditions ; the

Metropolitan Museum is a part of his landscape.

But still, after a quick look at Michelangelo's

Last Judgment, he ducked out of the Sistine Chapel

saying, "You know I'm no art lover." And in the

early 1940's he said to his wife, "When I go

through the subway turnstile, I expect the bell to

clang a little louder. "

It seems probable that the school in Rotterdam,

with its humane mixture of guild and academic

practices and ideals - a good day's work superim

posed on the beau ideal - provided a basis for, or

reinforced a predisposition to, de Kooning's revo

lutionary sense of ambiguity.

In 1920, he moved from the Giddings' to work

under Bernard Romein, art director of a large de

partment store. He still attended night classes at

the Academy, but during the day learned more

about the latest modern arts in Holland, Germany,

and Paris. In 1924, he made a trip to Belgium with

some friends, supporting himself with odd jobs

at sign painting and window display. He saw some

of the local Belgian Expressionists' work, but there

is no evidence that he was at all influenced by them.

In fact, the trip was not an art tour, but a dry run

for his emigration, a testing of his ability to be

independent. He returned to Holland in 1925 and

the next year embarked for America.

It took six tries, three of them "legal" (he at

tempted to get hired as a deck hand by the Hol

land-America line, with the idea of jumping ship

in the U.S., but evidently this plot was written all

across his 21-year-old face, and the hiring clerk

adamantly refused to take him on). The next three

tries were "illegal." He got a little money from his

father, enough to give the sailors' union their re

quired fee. His father wished him good luck, but

told him not to come back for any more monev.

1 hey said good-bye. The first try misfired when the

contact did not show up. The second time, he was

smuggled aboard, only to be told that there was a

mistake, and the ship was bound for Buenos Aires.

Feeling a touch of excitement, de Kooning said,

"Let's go to Buenos Aires!" But his friend who

supervised these maneuvers, Leo Cohan, dragged

him off. On the third try, he made it. De Kooning



was hidden in the crew's quarters, and when the

ship landed at Newport News, slipped off; he then

got hired by a coaler going to Boston, was able to

leave her with proper landing papers, and finally

went to Hoboken, where Leo Cohan had arranged

for him to stay. (Some thirty years later, the stat

ute of limitations on illegal entry having long

since expired, de Kooning re-entered the U.S. from

Canada on the quota. He has since completed the

formalities of becoming a citizen.)

Why America ? He had read Whitman, studied

Frank Lloyd Wright (who had strongly influenced

the de Stijl architects), read about cowboys and

Indians. He told David Sylvester, . . the shield,

the medieval shield they have with the stars on top

and the stripes on the bottom, almost like the

heraldic period of the Crusaders, with the eagle;

as a child I used to be absolutely fascinated by

this image."

But he has also said he came because he thought

you could make money in America. He wanted to

get rich, then paint in his free time. And he had seen

photographs of long-legged American girls.

Maybe it is that way with all emigrants: they

know they want to leave, but move toward some

thing vague and imaginary. In any event, de Koon

ing quickly became one with the only kind of true

Americans this country ever has known : America is

a European idea; it is the "aliens" who choose the

U.S. who can grasp its reality.

First came the disillusionments. "I had thought

everything would be so fine," de Kooning remem

bered, "with linoleum even in the kitchen; but

when I got to the Hoboken rooming house, what

did I see -Congoleum!" He told an interviewer,

"The only word I knew was 'Yes.'"3

He told David Sylvester :

I was here only about three days when I got a job in

Hoboken as a house painter. I made nine dollars a day,

which was quite a large salary, and after being around

four or five months doing that, I started looking for a

job doing applied art-work. I made some samples and

I was hired immediately. I didn't even ask them the

salary because I thought if I made nine dollars a day

as a house painter, I would make at least twenty dol

lars a day being an artist. Then at the end of two weeks,

the man gave me twenty-five dollars and I was so

astonished I asked him if that was a day's pay. He said,

"No, that's for the whole week." And I immediately

quit and went back to house painting.

He made excursions into Manhattan and in 1927

moved into a studio on 42nd Street, supporting

himself with commercial-art jobs, department-

store displays, making signs, carpentry.

Visiting museums and galleries he met John

Graham, the brilliant connoisseur-artist, and Ar-

shile Gorky, who was to be a close friend for the

next twenty years. Graham was a catalyst : he had

lived in Paris, knew Picasso, and could testify that

the art world was real. Gorky was studiously re

working the history of modern art, beginning with

Cezanne ; he read all the Paris art magazines, was

a devotee of Ingres and the Le Nains, and could

testify that art was real.

In 1935, de Kooning spent a year on the Federal

Art Project and for the first time in his life was

able to commit all his energies to painting. He told

Irving Sandler, "I had to resign because I was an

alien, but even the year I was on gave me such a

terrific feeling that I gave up painting on the side

and took a different attitude. After the Project I

decided to paint and do odd jobs on the side. The

situation was the same, but I had a different

attitude."4

In his year on the W.P.A. de Kooning was as

signed several mural projects, but none of them

was finally commissioned. A 20 by 14 inch study for

a 14 by 9 foot mural for the Williamsburg Federal



Housing Project, Brooklyn, was exhibited in a sur

vey of Federal Art Project works directed by Hol-

ger Cahill at The Museum of Modern Art in 1936.

This was de Kooning's first public appearance. The

picture, titled Abstraction, went unnoticed and was

subsequently destroyed ; apparently no photograph

of it exists. In 1937 he designed a mural for the

New York World's Fair Hall of Pharmacy, but

did not execute it on the wall himself. He made a

precarious living, sold a few pictures, gave a few

private lessons.

The Depression years usually are considered the

bleak, sad time in modern American history - and

in the arts, which were dominated by Regionalism

and Social Realism. For older people, it was harsh

indeed: they had lost their money, their sense of

being able to cope with life, their belief in them

selves and in the future. It was equally painful for

children who watched their parents mourn for lost

businesses, worry about the next month's rent,

talk endlessly about money. But for the young

men and women of the decade, especially the art

ists, writers, and their friends, it was a tremen

dously gay period. The whole question of money

suddenly disappeared and everybody could do as

he pleased. David Smith told me that parties were

never as wonderful as in the 1930's, when everyone

chipped in for whiskey and all the girls were beau

tiful. De Kooning and Gorky, both violent anti-

Stalinists, cheerfully built May Day floats for the

Party on the orders of Stuart Davis, whom they

revered as the senior American modernist. Harold

Rosenberg remembers demonstration parades for

the Workers; contingents of artists carried card

board palettes, writers brandished big cardboard

pens, one young writer carried a sign proclaiming,

"we want bon-vivant jobs!" In this ebullient

atmosphere, New York painters and sculptors laid

the framework for their social milieu. The Commu

nists and dedicated Social Realists worked mostly

apart from the rest, but groups intermingled. A

long, chaotic, brilliant, funny conversation about

art began in the mid-1930's and continued for more

than twenty years. It was one of those rare mo

ments in history when nothing interfered with the

discussion ; there were no sales, exhibitions, careers.

The Impressionists in the Cafe Guerbois days,

when they were all unknown or despised, must

have had a similar moment. Some artists changed

styles easily from year to year; others carefully

studied the latest issues of Cahiers d' Art. A sense of

colleaguality and mutual respect marked the com

munity; ideas could be debated seriously with re

spect for different opinions. The artists at first may

have huddled together in Greenwich Village out

of a sense of mutual protection, but they stayed

together because they found that they could be

come their own audience. They lived in lofts, had

their favorite park benches in the spring and cafe

teria tables in the winter. They belonged. It was

out of this lively community that came the great

flowering of postwar American art.

In 1938 de Kooning met a young art student,

Elaine Fried, and began to paint his first series of

Women, a theme that has preoccupied him ever

since. In 1943 he married Elaine, who had been

studying with him for over a year. She was to be

come well known as a painter in her own right and

during the 1950's as an influential writer on Ameri

can art. She sometimes articulated concepts that

she and de Kooning had discussed together, but

scrupulously avoided any mention of his work in

her criticism.

De Kooning's first gallery appearance was in a

group exhibition chosen by John Graham for Mc

Millan, Inc., a decorating firm, in January 1942;

Graham also picked Picasso, Braque, Matisse, and

Stuart Davis, and gave two other Americans their



Standing Man. (ca . 1942).

Oil on canvas, 41 1/s x 34I/8 inches.

Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford, The Ella Gallup Sumner

and Mary Catlin Sumner Collection



public debuts: Jackson Pollock and Lee Krasner.

The following year, de Kooning was included by

Georges Keller in a group show at the Bignou Gal

lery; he exhibited a drawing of Elaine (page 37),

Pink Landscape (page 28), and Elegy {page 29),

which was bought by Helena Rubenstein. He did

not exhibit again until his first one-man show at

Egan in 1948, although around 1945 he was asked

to exhibit at Peggy Guggenheim's Art of This Cen

tury Gallery, where Hofmann, Pollock, and Moth

erwell were showing.
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Study for Glazier (Self-Portrait ?). (ca. 1940).

Pencil, 14V8X 11 inches.

Owned by the artist

De Kooning's works of the late 1920's and early

1930's are largely destroyed, and the few minor

examples that have survived or were recorded in

photographs are interesting mainly as indications

of the sources and influences available to the

young artist. He left a few student drawings in

Holland in the 2 :oo a.m. rush to catch the ship to

America ; they show the precocious talent of a nat

ural draftsman and have some Art Nouveau-Sym-

bolist elements similar to those in the early Mon-

drian. In America in the 1920's he experimented

with ever}' style that came along: you find Mon-

drian, Lurgat, and Miro, Mexican Social Realism,

and de Chirico perspectives. But by the early

thirties two themes became dominant and mark

the beginnings of his mature development: the

first (pages 27-31) is a series of abstractions, most

of them with an objects-in-an-interior or still-life

space, but a few of them based on figure motifs ; the

second (pages 19, 32-35) is a series of figures, all of

them Men, sitting or standing.

The Men have a sad, exiled look ; they wear work

clothes that fall into elegant pleats and creases (as

well-worn dungarees do) ; they stare out at an an

gle, focussing behind the viewer; their dark flat

eyes echo the colors of the background, giving

them a hollow, tragic air - as if you could see right

through their heads to the wall behind them (they

antedate by some years T. S. Eliot's description of

the unemployed as "hollow men," but the parallel

is striking). Sometimes there are two men, and one

drawing is titled Self-Portrait with Imaginary

Brother (page 36) : probably an imaginary older

brother; perhaps a dream father? Certainly the

psychological tension in the paintings of Men seems

to suggest losses : lost father, lost country, lost in a

new world. And in that brave new country, the 20

Depression was making every man feel the poign

ancy of losses. So the Men can also be read as re-
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Portrait. (ca. 1940).

Pencil, i6i/2x 11 inches; io^xSpg inches (comp.).

Owned by the artist

flections of the Depression years. They are the idle.

Any hint of self-pity is wiped out by the athletic

inner strength, self-reliance, even protest of these

tough heroes.

Most of the Men look a bit like the artist, who

worked from drawings made at the mirror, but

none of them are self-portraits. Some of them look

like the poet Edwin Denby, who met de Kooning

in 1934. (Denby was attracted by the sounds of

Stravinsky blaring from a loft near his own, and,

dropping in, found an immaculate studio, bare of

every amenity except a fine record player. They

have been close friends ever since, and Denby,

along with the photographer Rudolph Burckhardt,

became the first serious collector of de Kooning's

work.)

Each of the Men paintings attacks specific pic

torial problems. Glazier (page 34), for example, is

the result of hundreds of studies on how to paint a

shoulder. Once de Kooning had "got" it, he went

on to the next "impossible" question. Two Men

Standing (page 32), among other things, picks up a

concept from Louis Le Nain; the gaze from each

figure moves along the legs of a triangle projecting

into the room, and these lines in turn suggest a re

verse perspective that widens as it enters the pic

ture and locks open on the roughly indicated rec

tangles in the background. Other paintings of Men

are concentrated observations of the topology of

creases in a pair of pants (de Kooning had a clothed

manikin in his studio, Rudolph Burckhardt re

members, and carefully fixed each fold in its prop

erly casual spot by painting it with glue). There

is allusion here, obviously, to Cezanne's disordered

tablecloth, which is also a mountain. In Standing

Man of 1942 (page 19) drawings pinned to and

curling off the studio wall are flattened out into ab

stract still-life objects, which become the invented

attributes or properties of the figure.

Of course the painting is not an excuse for a pro

ject. Rather, the difficulty, the "impossible" ele

ment, is attacked within the context of a complete

work, and when it is "solved," or, to put it more

accurately (there are no solutions), when an an

swer suggests itself that permits the painting to con

tinue, de Kooning moves on to the next picture,

often abandoning or destroying the previous one.

This gave him a reputation, which still persists

in certain quarters, for never finishing a painting.

In the late thirties and in the forties, both de Koon

ing and Gorky were established leaders in the art

world (largely underground and known only to the

artists themselves). Their subterranean fame also



made them a number of enemies, whose line of

attack was : Gorky is brillian t, but completely deriv

ative, and de Kooning is the genius who can never

complete a picture.

Looking at Gorky's early pictures it is hard to

see why they once appeared so damagingly depend

ent on his sources in Cezanne, Picasso, Miro, Mat-

ta, etc. Today they seem pure Gorky: incisive

statements of a uniquely lyric, intellectual vision.

For de Kooning, however, the fact is that until

around 1947 he did not "finish" very many paint

ings, and until around 1953, the paintings he did

stop work on were as apt to be destroyed as they

were to be left alone. Most of the surviving works

of that decade are those that were taken away from

the artist, sometimes, you could almost say, "un

timely ripp'd." A friend would come in and buy a

picture for the then princely sum of a few hundred

dollars - Denby or Burckhardt, Fairfield Porter or

Max Margulis, or Janice Biala and Daniel Brust-

lein - or someone would drop by and admire a can

vas that the artist was about to wipe out, and pur-

suade him to give it away. Some pictures were lent

to friends and never returned. A few simply dis

appeared and only surfaced again twenty years

later.

It must be remembered that in those days Amer

ican art by such men as de Kooning and Gorky

was a "product" for which no demand existed. Col

lectors, exhibitions, careers, articles, fame, all were

so remote from the downtown New York art world

as to be nonexistent.

But why did de Kooning make a practice of

wiping out his paintings ? His colleagues carefully

saved their unsaleable works. A number of an

swers suggest themselves.

There was in the back of his mind the example

of Frenhofer, the heroic old artist in Balzac's The

Unknown Masterpiece. Frenhofer was obsessed with

the "perfect painting," an "absolute" masterpiece

that would combine every secret he had learned

from his Northern Mannerist master, Mabuse,

with the High Renaissance and Venetian aesthetics

of light and volume (a fusion of guild with academy

ideals). He wanted to stuff all knowledge, history,

and perception into his culminating picture, an

imaginary portrait of Catherine Lescault, "the

beautiful courtesan." "My painting is not paint

ing," he explains to Pourbus and the young Pous-

sin, who, in the last chapter, visit his studio, "it is

a feeling, a passion!" But invited to look at Fren-

hofer's Woman, Poussin exclaims that all he can

see is "a confused massing of colors held in place

by strange lines which form a wall of paint." The

young artists leave the studio, touched by this

example of hubris, of overreaching ambition. Fren

hofer goes mad, destroys his paintings, then dies.

But our generation can add a final joke. The six

teenth-century master, created by Balzac in 1845,

painted a de Kooning almost exactly 100 years be

fore the fact.

The book did not "influence" de Kooning, but

reinforced and put words to attitudes he already

held (just as he also has been affected by Do-

stoevsky, Faulkner, Gertrude Stein, and Kierke

gaard). Like Frenhofer, he did not want to finish

his pictures because they always could be im

proved. Elaine de Kooning remembers that after

stopping work on one magnificent painting, the

artist reluctantly admitted that it was "pretty

good" but decided that it had to be moved "two

inches to the left." Instead of cutting down the

right side and piecing out some space to the left,

he proceeded to paint over the whole image, metic

ulously shifting each element - and in the process

lost the whole image.

Because de Kooning wanted to put everything

into his painting, each thing he got into it not only
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had its own presence, but represented the absence

of something else. If this second element was then

added, bringing new ambiguities and contradic

tions into the arena of the painted surface, the

integrity of the first was weakened and a third

was absent - and so forth. To finish meant to settle

for the possible at a given moment, to abandon an

effort and continue it elsewhere. But continuity

itself then became an issue. Once a painting is left

alone, and rests with its face to the wall in a corner

of the studio, a new image must be started from

scratch, and each move the artist makes can be

inhibited by the existence of the record - by the

testimony of his previous work. But if the painting

is destroyed, its destruction opens the way to a

fresh beginning.

When de Kooning attacked certain problems

that obsessed him - such as how to paint the joint

that connects an arm to a torso ("half-orchid, half-

tumor," in Edwin Denby's poem The Shoulder,

which alludes to de Kooning's pictures of Men), or

how to invent his own series of abstract shapes,

or how to bring up certain colors into violent con

trasts that would still set flatly contiguous, em

phasizing the structure of the canvas plane - and

as he found his way out, the paintings reveal the

paths he took. Like many of his friends, he was

reacting strongly against the aesthetics of the then

dominant School of Paris, and one of the Parisian

characteristics the new American artists threw

away was the concept of "finish" - the highly re

fined, balanced, nuanced confections of, for exam

ple, Bores or Marchand, which in pre-World War

II New York were accepted as culture symbols of

the Parisian hegemony.

De Kooning, like Pollock, omitted the last stages

of "finish." The picture exposed the obstacles and

how the artist had tried to overcome them.

Clement Greenberg has written that the history

of modern painting is that of "the growing re

jection of an illusion of the third dimension."5 It

would be more accurate to suggest that the history

of modern painting is of an increasing revelation

of the artist's means, both technical and concep

tual. Both statements are of course wildly over

simplified, but at least the latter suggests that

there is something more to art than its skin - paint

ing is not stuffed derma, and there are some physi

cal and metaphysical bones beneath the illusion of

two dimensions.

Starting with Manet, moving through the Im

pressionists, Pointillists, Cezanne, Cubists, and all

the Isms, on to any young artist of today who we

can agree is worthy of their company, there is a

progressive stripping away of technical disguises

and masks for content. As the history of modern

art proceeds on its erratic, illogical course, we are

shown more and more openly what the artist was

after and how he went about getting it. In 1885,

if there is to be a bright sky, the strongest blue

in the palette is used to evoke it. In 1914, if there

is to be a play between reality and illusion, a bit

of reality itself - say, a newspaper clipping - is in

troduced into the tilting planes. When a dashing

attack is made on the surface in 1946, the drips

that trail from the brush are left as witness to the

artist's intent. A painter of 1965 who wants an

opalescent field of color does not hesitate to use

the undisguised effects of a power spray gun. It is

not that painting has been getting "flatter," al

though artists who are interested in such a con

cept obviously would reveal their interest in this

illusion. Rather the intent and means of modern

painting have been made increasingly available to

the spectator - revealed as functional parts of the

image, and often becoming inextricably mixed

with the content of the image itself.

Thus de Kooning's "unfinished" paintings in a



sense were finished as soon as they exposed in

physical paint his insight or mood or glimpse of

reality or pictorial stumbling block. The symbol

izing quality of this kind of art is reduced to a

minimum - the shoulder does not stand for a kind

of humanity; it is de Kooning's invention for a

link between the arm and the torso.

Two considerations, more problematic, should

also be mentioned in connection with de Kooning's

reluctance to finish his paintings. The first is the

simple human problem encountered by an artist

using the awesomely complicated methods that he

had evolved. The constant addition of ambiguities

and contradictions, the packing of the painting with

shapes, allusions, actions, and counter-actions, the

high ambition to achieve a triumphant work, all

set up tremendous tensions and frustrations. Har

old Rosenberg remembers visiting de Kooning in

the early 1950's and seeing Woman, I almost fin

ished (in fact perfectly finished, if the artist would

only leave it alone) ; de Kooning picked up a wide

loaded brush and slapped it across the canvas.

The second consideration is more doubtful. De

Kooning was miserably poor in those days (his

pictures did not begin to sell with any regularity

until 1956); he ate in dingy cafeterias; he ducked

landlords ; once he received a message to telephone

The Museum of Modern Art and found that he did
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not have the nickel. At the same time, in the under

ground artists' world he was famous, revered, lion

ized. It is the classic position of the modern genius

- of Rimbaud and van Gogh, the maudits. Did he

see himself as an existentialist hero engaged in an

absurd struggle for survival against a hostile world ?

And if so, was the auto-vandalism a psychic weapon

in his fight ?

Certainly the American middle class and its in

stitutions (including museums) were viciously op

posed or aggressively indifferent to all the best in

American modern art. Collectors who in 1968 have

redecorated their hip salons, taken down the Pop

and put up Minimal and Funk, in the 1940's and

1950's were buying Dufy, Utrillo, and maybe -

greatly daring - a Dubuffet. Professors of art his

tory and enlightened curators, who now dismiss a

Rothko or a Motherwell as overfamiliar classics,

were deeply involved in Chagall and Berard. No

wonder the American artists became a bit cranky :

refused to lend to group exhibitions, wrote open

letters to the newspapers, complained endlessly

about "the situation."

Were de Kooning's unfinished and wiped-out

paintings a way of punishing society for his ne

glect ? A Coriolanus arrogance ? Certainly some of

de Kooning's disciples thought so, and they re-

enacted his dilemma with melodramatic verve.

But de Kooning himself stayed aloof and cool. If

he felt he was a hero, he kept it to himself. He was

as much a professional as a Prometheus. Examples

of his unfinished works, fragments of which can be

examined today on the backs of existing paintings

(page 24), indicate that many of them were tenta

tive. And if a painfully large number of fully accom

plished paintings were scraped away, a very re

spectable number has survived, especially for an

artist so well known for his inability to finish a

picture.

Finally, there is no doubt that de Kooning by

temperament dislikes conclusions almost as much

as he hates systems. As I mentioned at the be

ginning of this essay, his house in The Springs, a

major undertaking that has lasted about six years

to date, will probably always be building. One

month a gazebo rises on the lawn; then the fire

place is reshaped; next a portico is threatened. It

is the unfinished masterpiece, and de Kooning can

say with Nietzsche, "When we have finished build

ing our house we realize that we have inadvertent

ly learned something which we should have known

before we ever started to build. This everlasting,

baleful 'too late' - The melancholy of all that is

finished."6

As might be expected from an artist who makes

ambiguity a hypothesis on which to build, he has

never belonged to a team and rejects the com

mands of various ideologues who want everybody

to pick sides. By the 1930's, abstract art was a

Cause, opposed to and sometimes in actual conflict

with all forms of figuration (including Surrealism).

De Kooning and Gorky were associated with the

abstract artists socially and intellectually, but

they both did figurative pictures along with their

abstractions. De Kooning would spend weeks

drawing with a needle-sharp 8-H pencil from a care

fully posed nude and at the same time be at work

on a non-objective composition in which every

trace of nature had been carefully erased.

In his abstractions (pages 27-31), the space is a

flat, slippery, metaphysical surface, related to that

of some Miros of the middle thirties; there are also

recollections of Arp. The forms are based on the

stripe (usually vertical, related to Mondrian) and

circles that have been forced into pointed or bulg

ing ovals by the irregular pressures between shapes.

This lateral pushing and pulling is held flat to the

surface by bright colors (often keyed to blue and



pink with parallel grays and ochers) ; their values

are so close that, in Fairfield Porter's phrase, they

make "your eyes rock."

In the abstractions there are neither back

grounds nor foregrounds; the surface is contin

uous. In the figure paintings, the Men are posi

tioned in a shallow "stage," but they tend to melt

into a background whose forms aggressively move

up to the level of their bodies. The early Women

(pages 38-43) inhabit an even more distorted space,

and the chairs, tables, and windows indicating

the volume that is supposed to contain them take

on the independent intensity of abstract forms and

often seem to push in front of the figures.

These counterbalancing actions in de Kooning's

pictures might seem to relate to Clement Green-

berg's ipse dixit concerning "the growing rejection

of an illusion of the third dimension." But in de

Kooning, as in so much of the best of modern art,

the opposite is the case : a sense of the two-dimen

sionality of the physical surface is recreated by

complex series of interacting illusions in depth.

For those of us fortunate enough to have two

eyes, physical two-dimensionality, i.e., pure flat

ness, is illusion. We see everything in a complicated

elliptical field of vision in which objects are fore

shortened, dimmed, brought into focus, and twist

ed every which way to make a mosaic of sensations

that our culture has taught us to interpret along

certain conventional tracks. One of the conven

tions is the monocular illusion of flatness, which

can only be suggested by elements taken out of the

reality of the three-dimensional world in which we

live and transformed into pictorial metaphors.

"Flatness" is not "there," on the canvas, simply

and easily exposed for what it is, but is a metaphys

ical quality, which, like a vision, can be revealed,

but not proved.

De Kooning's abstractions and figures were

"flattened" through a development of illusions and

equilibriums. He did not make distinctions be

tween the genres, nor has he since. The spheroids

from an abstraction appear as fruit on a Woman's

crazy hat. Windows and shelves become "unread

able" nests of rectangles.

De Kooning's work can be divided into types

for purposes of convenience, and in order to follow

a motif through its various developments. A sug

gested breakdown would be :

1 Early high-key color abstractions, 1934-1944.

2 Early figures (Men), 1935-1940.

3 Early figures (Women), 1938-1945.

4 Color abstractions, 1945-1950.

5 Largely black with white abstractions, 1945-

1949.

6 Largely white with black abstractions, 1947-

1949.

7 Women, series II, 1947-1949.

8 Women, series III, 1950-1955.

9 Abstract urban landscapes, 1955-1958.

10 Abstract parkway landscapes, 1957-1961.

11 Abstract pastoral landscapes, 1960-1963.

12 Women, series IV, 1960-1963.

13 Women, series V, since 1963.

14 Women in the country, since 1965.

15 Abstract countryside landscapes, since 1965.

(All dates are tentative.)

The point is that unlike Picasso, for example,

whose "periods" follow each other in a chronolog

ical sequence (Blue, Pink, African, Analytical Cub

ist, Synthetic Cubist, Neo-Classic, etc.) de Koon

ing keeps as many possibilities going at the same

time as he can, each feeding the other, each in a

sense inhabiting the other. So a division of his

work into types could result in the ultimate par

ody of art-historical periodicity in which there are

as many periods as there are pictures.

The artist keeps himself open, available to all

possibilities and any contradictions.



Untitled, (ca. 1934).

Oil on canvas, 36 x 45 V3 inches.

Collection John Becker, London
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opposite above: Pink Landscape, (ca. 1938).

Oil on composition board, 24 x 36 inches.

Collection Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Tam, New York

opposite below: Abstract Still Life. (ca . 1938).

Oil on canvas, 30 x 36 inches.

Collection Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Brustlein, Paris

above: Elegy. (ca . 1939).

Oil and charcoal on composition board, 40!/4 x 477/s inches.

Private collection. Courtesy Pasadena Art Musuem





opposite above: Untitled. (1941-1942).

Oil on paper, 55/8 x 73/s inches.

Allan Stone Gallery, New York

opposite below: Untitled (Matchbook). (ca. 1942).

Oil and pencil on paper, 5J/2 x 7V2 inches.

Collection Mr. and Mrs. Stephen D. Paine, Boston

above: Untitled, [ca. 1944).

Oil and charcoal on paper, mounted on composition board,

13Va X2U/4 inches.

Collection Mr. and Mrs. Lee V. Eastman, New York
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opposite: Two Men Standing. (ca. 1938)

Oil on canvas, 6iI/s X 457s inches.

Private collection

above: Man. {ca. 1939).

Oil on paper, mounted on composition board, ii74X93/4 inches.

Private collection
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Glazier. (ca. 1940).

Oil on canvas, 54 x 44 inches.

Private collection



Seated Figure (Classic Male) . (ca. 1940).

Oil and charcoal on plywood, 543/s X 36 inches,

Private collection
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opposite: Self-Portrait with Imaginary Brother. (ca. 1938).

Pencil, 13V8 X ior/4 inches.

Collection Saul Steinberg, New York

above: Elaine de Kooning. (ca. 1940-1941).

Pencil, 12^4 x ii7/8 inches; 9x8 7/8 inches (comp.).

Collection Hermine T. Moskowitz, New York
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opposite: Seated Woman. (ca . 1940).

Oil and charcoal on composition board, 54 x 36 inches.

Collection Mrs. Albert M. Greenfield, Philadelphia.

above: Reclining Nude. {ca. 1938).

Pencil, ioV2x 13 inches; 73/8X ios/8 inches (comp.).

Owned by the artist
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Woman Sitting. (1943-1944).

Oil and charcoal on composition board, 48^4 x 42 inches.

Collection Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Brustlein, Paris



Queen of Hearts. (1943-1946).

Oil and charcoal on composition board, 46 x 27'/2 inches.

Joseph H. Hirshhorn Foundation



Pink Lady. (ca. 1944).

Oil and charcoal on composition board, 483/8 x 355/s inches.

Collection Mr. and Mrs. Stanley K. Sheinbaum, Santa Barbara, California



Woman. (ca. 1944).

Oil and charcoal on canvas, 46 x 32 inches.

Private collection



In 1940, with Paris sealed off from the world by the

German army, groups of well-known European art

ists and writers began to arrive in New York, in

creasing the already rich concentration of emigre

intellectuals who had been coming to the U.S. since

T933- The Europeans were welcomed and appro

priately feted and followed; but, perhaps by coin

cidence, their arrival also marked the moment of

the American artists' final and definitive rejection

of School of Paris aesthetics. The concept of the

well-made picture - the sensitized touch and re

fined composition - had become too attenuated to

be of any further use to the younger Americans.

They did not react against Picasso, Leger, or Miro;

these masters simply had nothing left to offer. (Lat

er, when Matisse's 1946-1948 paintings and draw

ings were shown in New York, a number of Amer

icans returned to Paris sources through him - of

ten following the guidance of Hans Hofmann.)

With the immediate past cut away, American

artists faced a crisis : what to do, where to go, even

how to begin, were put in question. Surrealism,

despite its apparently old-fashioned reliance on

subject matter, had something to offer in the idea

of automatism, which was reinforced by the New

York artists' experience with the early improvisa-

tional Kandinskys exhibited at the Guggenheim,

then called the Museum of Non-Objective Art. So

cial Realism was abandoned simultaneously with

the liquidation of ideologies, although its sense of

urgent commitment and ambition for a direct com

munication with a wide audience remained in

fluential. A tradition of Western art seemed to

have ended, and with the disappearance of its im

peratives there also came a sense of joyful release.

The whole past suddenly was available, open to

radical reinterpretation and re-use. Mondrian and

Bonnard seemed more relevant than Picasso or

Braque. Courbet, Monet, Seurat, Pissarro appeared



as new artists. Almost anything could seem new:

a study of myths and the unconscious, a revival of

monumental scale, geometry, anarchy, even art

for Art's sake.

What had happened was that the New York art

ists - many working independently, some helping

each other in small groups, others influenced by

certain leaders - changed the basic hypothesis of

art. It can be described (in a simile) as a shift from

aesthetics to ethics ; the picture was no longer sup

posed to be Beautiful, but True - an accurate rep

resentation or equivalence of the artist's interior

sensation and experience. If this meant that a

painting had to look vulgar, battered, and clumsy

- so much the better.

Of course the cruel trick that history plays is to

transform revolutions into continuities. The vio

lent drip paintings of Pollock that once shocked

the public, or Still's sooty trowelings, or de Koon

ing's scarred and clotted pigment now, twenty

years later, look as beautiful as Manets. And the

"new" hypotheses of the Americans were probably

not very different from those that engaged Cezanne

and Matisse - only the New Yorkers expressed the

idea more sharply (they had, after all, the example

of Dada), and in their own idiom. But if the great

opening moves of the new American art now seem

to be clothed in historical inevitability, that is also

the fault of History, which insists on being read

backwards. At the time, the future looked black;

it was a revolution.

The powers-that-be in the art world were almost

unanimously against the new ideas. They had read

their history books backwards and were waiting

for an allegorical, perhaps religious or symbolic,

realism to consolidate the efforts of Surrealism and

45 Neo-Romanticism. Abstract art was considered a

dead end, with Mondrian its blind wall. The Amer

ican artists were attacked, dismissed, and left to

themselves and to four or five galleries, which

showed their works with a dedication replying to

that of the artists themselves.

Some of these artists arrived at their styles with

in the developing concepts of their art : you might

call them "continuers," and they include de Koon

ing, Gorky, Pollock, Hofmann, etc. Others changed

their styles radically, sometimes in a matter of

weeks, sometimes over a period as long as two

years; you might call them "converts" (like Saul,

who, suddenly on his way to Damascus, became

Paul); they include Kline, Newman, Rothko,

Gottlieb, etc.7 Both "continuers" and "converts"

were equally fervent believers in their new visions,

but the latter in a sense had wiped out the past,

and many of them even today exhibit old pictures

with reluctance - not of course from any sense of

shame but because the earlier pictures might seem

misleading and inapplicable. With the "contin

uers," on the other hand, it is difficult to pinpoint

where a drastic change occurred, if any did - es

pecially in the case of de Kooning. (With Pollock,

on the other hand, there is the "invention" of drip

paintings ; and with Gorky, the adaptation of float

ing, thinned washes of color - although the "new"

images were based firmly on the artists' previous

ideas about content and formal construction.)

Reinforcing the breakaway from traditional Par

is aesthetics was the general feeling that after the

War something new, better, more human, would

have to replace the old customs and systems in

political and social as well as cultural life. Such a

spirit is probably the product of all deeply trou

bled times. Trotsky felt it when, as an exile, he vis

ited the Prado in 1916; he wrote in his notebook

that there could never be "a simple return to the

old form, however beautiful - to the anatomic and

botanic perfection, to the Rubens thighs (though

thighs are apt to play a great role in the new post-



war art, which will be so eager for life). It is dif

ficult to prophesy, but out of the unprecedented ex

periences filling the lives of almost all civilized

humans, surely a new art must be born."8 Com

missar Trotsky nevertheless helped to suppress

some of the best art to appear after World War I.

And in Europe and America between the wars,

many of the best artists turned to consolidation

and away from radical experiments (with some ex

ceptions, notably Dada and de Stijl). But during

and after World War II, as the center of interna

tional power moved to America, expressing itself

most directly in America's capital city, New York,

a new art was born, and eventually it would include

even the Rubens thighs that Trotsky had so poign

antly envisioned.

The evolution of de Kooning's postwar style was,

as I have said, a continuous process - a gradual,

logical, steady development, marked by hundreds

of insights, but no blinding revelation. His friend

Franz Kline changed from small-scale, mild, lyrical

realism to giant, roaring, epic black-and-white ab

straction in a matter of weeks. The changes in de

Kooning's art have a secret drama. Compare an

abstraction of about 1938 (page 28) with Pink An

gels of about 1945 (page 52), and you see that an

image of sweeping, passionate gestures has re

placed a calmer, harmonious balance (which never

theless has its inner quiverings). Or, to narrow the

dates down a bit, compare Seated Woman, 1940

(page 38), with a 1944 figure (page 43). Many of the

elements are similar: the pose of the legs (only

American girls, Raoul Hague once explained to de

Kooning, sit on one buttock), a window in the

corner, an armchair, a hat. But the 1944 painting

is bursting with a new energy ; the colors have been

tuned up so intensely that the framed rectangle on

the right seems to glow - as if de Kooning had pre

dicted the television set ; it is only a step from here

to Woman, I of 1952 (page 91). Likewise, Pink An

gels prefigures Light in August, 1946 (page 54), a

full expression of the style that Harold Rosenberg

named Action Painting in 1952,9 but that by 1950

already was becoming internationally famous.

Conversely, when you look at these same pic

tures within the larger body of de Kooning's work,

their similarities are as emphatic as their differen

ces : similar themes of Pompeian color - blue, pink,

ocher, alluding to the Boscoreale frescoes in the

Metropolitan as well as to Broadway neon - simi

lar hooking forms and flickering contours, tie the

works so closely together that the whole idea of a

"breakthrough" seems a bit juvenile - like an ad

vertising agency's gimmick to sell History.

But between 1942 and 1944 a shift did take place,

and a stronger passionate force, a greater control of

more ambitious means, marked de Kooning's work.

Very few works seem to exist that can be dated

with any certainty to 1943. It was the year in which

de Kooning remodeled his studio in preparation for

his marriage; he produced a few pictures of ele

gantly dressed, aristocratic ladies, in hopes of

getting commissions from some of the fashion mag

azines, but abandoned the project as fruitless and

distracting. It was probably also the year of step

ping back in order to leap.

To describe how the new work evolved it must be

analyzed, and in analysis the point of the work, its

essential wholeness, is lost. It is a trap into which

always falls that system of translation by meta

phors we call "art criticism." But perhaps point

ing out that we are in a trap gives us a precarious

freedom - at least enough to "continue the con

versation," as Wittgenstein advised art critics.

"There are three toads at the bottom of my gar- 46

den, Line, Color and Form," de Kooning once

wrote. Let us start with Line. De Kooning is a



natural draftsman, fully aware of the dangers of

virtuosity. Until the 1960's he seldom made a

"finished" drawing, or drawings for drawing's sake.

The moving pencil, charcoal, brush, or knife is

the way he thinks (as such different temperaments

as Degas, Cezanne, and van Gogh thought). Some

drawings are done almost absent-mindedly, like

humming a song. Some attack a problem directly

and are as analytical as an equation. But usually

the drawing is a search for shapes or lines or divi

sions or connections or a sense of light that will be

used in painting.

De Kooning developed his shapes from fairly

realistic motifs (a shutter, a belfry, fingers, a match-

book with a match sticking out along the bottom)

to abstract ones.10 No iconography or key to the

abstraction can result from investigating his meth

od: a belfry shape near a woman shape does not

stand for a woman in a church. But a morphology

can be indicated : how the artist picked a motif and

refined it until it became part of his own supply of

forms.

"Even abstract shapes must have a likeness," de

Kooning once said. Likeness is a mysterious qual

ity. Raphael's and Ingres' portraits convince us

they are speaking likenesses, even though we have

never seen the sitters. In other portraits we see

mainly the artist's style; the sitter could have been

an apple, but a likeness comes through - the psy

chology of an individual man (Roland Penrose, sit

ting in a cafe, recognized the dealer Uhde from a

Picasso portrait that is largely an arrangement of

faceted Cubist planes). Portraits without likenesses

usually are representations of an official style or a

power, like the sumptuous representations of Louis

XIV, which so overwhelm us with the concepts of

divine right and national grandeur that we forget

the two men - the artist and the sitter.

For an abstract shape to have likeness, then, it

must first of all be the artist's; then it must be ac

curately tuned to something outside his art while

retaining the quality of his insight ; finally it must

establish an equilibrium between the "inside" and

the "outside," and within that tension express the

fusion of both elements.

De Kooning is one of the great inventors of

forms of the twentieth century, and the fascina

tion his drawings present, apart from their intrin

sic qualities, is their revelation of this part of the

creative act. He will do drawings on transparent

tracing paper, scatter them one on top of the other,

study the composite drawing that appears on top,

make a drawing from this, reverse it, tear it in half,

and put it on top of still another drawing. Often

the search is for a shape to start off a painting, and

in Attic (page 65) you can still see signs of the sliced

drawings that supplied the motif. Other drawings

do not search for ideas about form, but are about in

terstices, connections, edges. Some drawings have

nothing to do with line, but indicate how two

shapes will meet with a crunch on a surface. And

others, reassembled and torn, indicate how one

passage can jump to the next one.

In de Kooning's works of 1945-1956, shapes do

not meet or overlap or rest apart as planes ; rather

there is a leap from shape to shape ; the "passages"

look technically "impossible." This is a concept

which comes from collages, where the eye moves

from one material to another in similar impossible

bounds. De Kooning often paints "jumps" by

putting a drawing into a work-in-progress, some

times painting over part of it and then removing it,

using it as a mask or template, sometimes leaving

it in the picture. An assembly of sliced pieces of

paintings thumb-tacked together in 1950 (page 69)

is the prototype of the technique of collage-paint

ing that has been very widely adapted, first in

America, now internationally.
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Backdrop for Labyrinth. (1946).

Calcimine and charcoal on canvas, 16 feet 10 inches x 17 feet.

Allan Stone Gallery, New York



Study for backdrop (Labyrinth) . (1946).

Oil and charcoal on paper, 221/i x 28J/2 inches.

Private collection

De Kooning had two experiences with theatrical design.

Through his friend Edwin Denby he was commissioned to do

sets and costumes for Nini Theilade's ballet Les Nuages,

which was presented by the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo

at the Metropolitan Opera on April 9, 1940. Unfortunately

no record of this event survives. In the spring of 1946

he was asked to make a backdrop for a dance recital by

Marie Marchowsky. He painted a sketch and enlarged it on a

17 foot square canvas with the help of Milton Resnick.

The dance was performed April 5, under the title Labyrinth ;

the backdrop was found in 1959 rolled up in Miss Marchowsky 's

apartment.



De Kooning also draws in and on his paintings.

He will trace a section of a work with charcoal on

wrapping paper in order to test a form in several

positions, or to keep a record of a part of the

painting that is about to be wiped out. He also

draws with heavy charcoal directly into the paint,

and often there are traces of it in the finished work

- perhaps symbolizing the unfinished dreams of

Frenhofer, certainly adding an ambiguity of ten

tative indications that might or might not be re

placed by strokes of the brush. In a number of

pictures there is a charcoal X, like a belly but

ton, often indicating the pivot from which the

forms swing - a kind of memorandum from the

artist to himself that he purposely forgot to throw

away.

The move from drawing to painting could be as

natural, at the inception of a painting, as the shift

from black ink to black paint. De Kooning began

painting some of his abstractions in the 1940's by

drawing an object chosen at random, sometimes his

own thumb, with a long, supple liner's brush whose

hairs bend into an S as it distributes pigment on

the surface, moving in a quick razor-thin line or,

when an edge is flipped down, distributing streaks

or crescents five inches wide.

At other times he would begin a painting by

scattering letters on the picture, sometimes at ran

dom, sometimes spelling simple words like "art"

or "rapt" (page 56).

Pollock was making a similar use of what he

called "simple stenographic notations" in the early

forties, but he preferred to put in his ampersands,

numerals, and other signs as the work was nearing

completion. De Kooning usually began with letters

and then painted them out. Both artists were look

ing for shapes that could be quickly and easily

"read," but had no strong associative meanings.

Pollock abandoned his stenographic signs rather

quickly, but de Kooning kept using letters in

paintings until 1956. Easter Monday of that year

(page 109) was titled from its day of completion

(just in time for his show at the Janis gallery), but

it is also, perhaps coincidentally, strewn with E's.

Drawings and paintings fed off each other in the

forties, until de Kooning created a new kind of

painting, or perhaps a new kind of drawing, in a

series of black-and-white abstractions (pages 54-

60), which were exhibited in his first one-man show

at the Egan gallery in 1948.

They are not drawings because the black-on-

white or white-on-black shapes, no matter how

thin, act as pictorial forces: in other words, there

are no lines. Neither are there backgrounds nor

foregrounds. The blacks and whites push in front

of and slip behind each other. Everything moves at

a uniform velocity; the material has a consistent

body. There is an extraordinary lucidity - and

ambiguity. It is as if two philosophers were having

a discussion about Black and White, but each

property could only be cited in terms of its op

posite.

Why black and white? Barnett Newman has

said that when an artist moves into black, it is to

clear the table for new hypotheses (and this was

certainly true for Franz Kline). But de Kooning

did not make a tabula rasa. The idea for these

paintings started in his high-keyed color abstrac

tions ; then ochers gradually dominated ; finally the

color was drained out -but slowly; patches of

color still appear as late as Light in August and

Black Friday (pages 54, 55).

Another suggestion has been that de Kooning,

very poor at the time, could not afford colors. The

pigments used in these works are a zinc white and

a house painter's black enamel, Ripolin, the gloss

sometimes toned down with an admixture of pum

ice. The pictures are done 011 large sheets of pa-



per, then mounted on masonite with zinc white as

an adhesive - the cheapest possible materials. But

this romantic interpretation (the black of despair)

ignores the fact that even when de Kooning was

so broke that he did not have a nickel to return

Dorothy Miller's call from The Museum of Modern

Art, if he wanted the best (and only the best) tube

colors, he always found a way to get them. In 1949,

his financial position had not improved, but he be

gan a series of abstractions with bright colors set

like crushed jewels between the muscular white

and black forms.

The answer seems to be a simple one : in cutting

down to black and white, the artist was able to

achieve a higher degree of ambiguity - of forms

dissolving into their opposites - than ever before ;

he pushed along this line until, with Attic and

Excavation (pages 65, 70-71) he had painted himself

"out of the picture."

The black-and-white abstractions and the col

ored ones that were done alongside them are packed

to bursting with shapes metamorphosed from

drawings of women which had been cut apart,

transposed, intermixed until they were abstract,

but always with a "likeness" and a memory of

their source and its emotive charge. Interchange-

ability is a plastic quality, as negative and positive

spaces swiftly reverse and then resume their posi

tions, and also an element of the content, as the

parts of the body engage in a similar dance of

shifting identities. This will become a major theme

in de Kooning's Women of 1950-1953. Here it adds

a joyous eroticism to the sense of exuberance and

liberation from aesthetic constraint.

Untitled. (1945).

Pastel and pencil,

12 x 137/8 inches (irregular).

J, < � . 5.^ Allan Stone Gallery, New York
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opposite: Pink Angels. (ca. 1945).

Oil and charcoal on canvas, 52 x 40 inches.

Collection Mr. and Mrs. Frederick R. Weisman, Beverly Hills, California

above: Still Life. {ca. 1945).

Pastel and charcoal, 133/8 x i6!/4 inches (sight).

Collection Betty Parsons, New York

53



Light in August. (ca. 1946).

Oil and enamel on paper, mounted on canvas, 55 x 4 t 1 / , inches.

Collection Elise C. Dixon, Scottsdale, Arizona
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Black Friday. (1948).

Enamel and oil on composition board, 48 x 38 inches.

Collection Mrs. H. Gates Lloyd, Haverford, Pennsylvania
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opposite: Orestes. (1947).

Enamel on paper, mounted on plywood, 24^8 X 36r/8 inches.

Collection Ruth Stephan Franklin, New York

below: Painting. (1948).

Enamel and oil on canvas, 425/8 x 56T/8 inches.

The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Purchase
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opposite: Night Square. (ca. 1949).

Enamel on cardboard, mounted on composition board, 30 x 40 inches.

Collection Martha Jackson, New York

above: Dark Pond. (1948).

Enamel on composition board, 463/4x 553/4 inches.

Collection Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Weisman, New York



above: Untitled. (1948).

Enamel and oil on paper, mounted on composition board, 30 x 40 inches.

Collection Mr. and Mrs. Thomas B. Hess, New York

opposite above: Untitled. (1949).

Enamel on graph paper, 21 r/2 x 29l/2 inches.

Collection Mr. and Mrs. Harold Rosenberg, East Hampton, New York

opposite below: Untitled. (1950). Enamel, i<

Joseph H. Hirshhorn Collection
[ X 25r/2 inches.







opposite above: Untitled. (1948).

Oil and enamel on paper, i87/8 x 23 inches.

Collection Mary Abbott, New York

opposite below: Town Square. (1948).

Oil and enamel on paper, mounted on composition board,

173/8 X 233/4 inches.

Collection Mr. and Mrs. Ben Heller, New York

above: Mailbox. (1948).

Oil, enamel, and charcoal on paper, mounted 011

cardboard, 23V4X 30 inches.

Collection Nelson A. Rockefeller, New York



below: Attic Study. (1949).

Oil and enamel on buff paper, mounted on composition board,

i87/8 x 237/g inches.

D. and J. de Menil Collection

opposite: Attic. (1949).

Oil on canvas, 6i3/8 x 80^4 inches.

Collection Muriel Newman, Chicago
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right above: Untitled [Woman, Wind, and

Window). (1950).

Oil and enamel on paper, i6!/z X 20 inches.

Collection Alfonso A. Ossorio, East Hampton,

New York

right below: Boudoir. (1950).

Oil and enamel on paper, 15 x 2o3/4 inches.

Collection Mr. and Mrs. Allan Stone, New York

opposite above: Warehouse Manikins. (1949).

Oil and enamel on buff paper, mounted on

cardboard, 24I/4X34s/s inches.

Collection Mr. and Mrs. Bagley Wright,

Seattle, Washington

opposite below : Woman, Wind, and Window. (1950).

Oil and enamel on buff paper, mounted on

composition board, 24^8 X 36 inches.

Collection Mr. and Mrs. Ben Heller, New York







opposite: Asheville. (1949).

Oil and enamel on cardboard, mounted on composition board, 25s/8 x 32 inches.

The Phillips Collection, Washington, D.C.

below: Collage. (1950).

Oil, enamel, and metal (thumbtacks) on cut papers, 22 x 30 inches.

Collection Mr. and Mrs. David M. Solinger, New York



Excavation. (1950).

Oil and enamel on canvas, 6 feet 87s inches x 8 feet 478 inches

The Art Institute of Chicago. Mr. and Mrs. Frank G. Logan

Purchase Prize; Gift of Mr. Edgar Kaufmann, Jr.

and Mr. and Mrs. Noah Goldowsky
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De Kooning's one-man show, April 1948, marked

his emergence from the artists' underground world ;

it was widely accepted by the artist public, which

in turn influenced a growing number of the public

public. Clement Greenberg in The Nation called it

a "magnificent first show" and later, when he took

part in a round table on modern art organized by

Life magazine, chose the largest black-and-white

abstraction at the Egan gallery (page 57) as evi

dence of the importance of the new American paint-

ing. Renee Arb in Art News and Robert Goldwater

in the Magazine of Art were also early champions

of the artist.

In the summer of 1948, de Kooning taught at

Black Mountain College, then headed by Josef Al-

bers, where he renewed his friendship with com

poser John Cage and universal designer Buckmin-

ster Fuller. Elaine audited one of Fuller's courses

and remembers that one day he showed the class

two irregularly shaped solids and said they could

be fitted into a perfect cube. Everybody attempt

ed to do it, but no one could. De Kooning dropped

in, and Fuller asked him to try; he looked at both

sections for a few seconds, then jammed them to

gether, and they clicked into position. Fuller said

to the class that this demonstrated how "genius"

can visualize forms in space. Eater de Kooning ex

plained to his wife that, knowing Fuller, he just

chose the two most impossible-looking aspects -

the areas that could never join - and pushed from

there. But in a sense Fuller was right; joining im

possibles is a de Kooning method.

By the end of the 1940s the situation of the

American artist had not greatly changed. Sales

were still so remote as to be almost unthinkable.

There had been some attempts by dealers to ad

vance their painters a bit of money, but the ar

rangement did not work out in the short run, and

none of the dealers was in a position to think about



long hauls. Most museums and critics were still

violently opposed to anything new in American art

since Ben Shahn and Morris Graves.

A number of the artists who lived downtown

became tired of the old cafeterias, where nice points

of aesthetic or erotic scholarship were apt to be

violently interrupted by sick bums and belligerent

drunks. So they decided to form a "club," passing

the hat to rent a loft at 31 East 8th Street, and

fixing up a place for their conversations. De Koon

ing was one of the founding members, along with

Kline, Conrad Marca-Relli, Phillip Pavia, Milton

Resnick, and Landes Lewitin. The Friday eve

ning talks initiated at the Subject of the Artist

School (and later carried on in the same quarters

under the name Studio 35) were adopted by the

Club, but round-table discussions soon replaced

them and became a popular form of debate. De

Kooning and Franz Kline participated in many of

these events, and along with Phillip Pavia, Harold

Rosenberg, and others gave a form and sense of

intellectual excitement to the very informal gath

erings of artists and artists' friends. Barnett New

man would debate issues; Ad Reinhardt would de

nounce his colleagues; Ibram Lassaw and Aaron

Siskind would look wise ; Adolph Gottlieb and Rob

ert Motherwell put in less frequent appearances.

Jackson Pollock would stay around the corner at

the Cedar bar until the talking was over and then

climb the stairs to join the post-symposium party.

The Club in its Eighth Street days was a slightly

distorted mirror-image of the New York art world,

but it also focussed and concentrated the social

milieu. It was the closest approximation New York

ever had to the Paris cafe life of previous genera

tions, and as a place to articulate and exchange

ideas, it was even more efficient.

In the winter of 1950/51, de Kooning commuted

to Yale and taught at the Art School, where Josef

Albers recently had become director. Albers re

ferred to de Kooning's studio as "the genius shop,"

but the students seemed pleased to get out from

under the old Bauhaus master's dicipline for awhile,

and de Kooning became a popular teacher. Per

haps too popular: he found the work drained his

energy, and after this experience never taught

again.

In 1950 he was invited to have one of six small

one-man shows, along with Gorky (who had died in

1948), Pollock, Lee Gatch, Hyman Bloom, and Ri

co Lebrun, around a large Marin retrospective at

the Venice Biennale. De Kooning finished his larg

est work, Excavation, in June 1950, just in time for

it to be included in his Venice representation, along

with Attic, which had been hung in the main land

ing of the Whitney Annual the previous January.

Matisse won the grand prize in Venice that year.

The Americans were generally disparaged by Eu

ropean critics, who saw them condescendingly as

representing the "extreme effect attained by Euro

pean formulae on the virgin American spirit."

Douglas Cooper in The Listener called Pollock

"merely silly."

In April 1951, de Kooning had his second one-

man show at Egan; the pictures were abstract,

many of them in color. Also included were a series

of black-and-white palette-knife drawings in en

amel. In June, the New York artists held the first of

their co-operative "salons," in a whitewashed store

on Ninth Street. Pollock, Kline, Hofmann, Moth

erwell, Esteban Vicente, Jack Tworkov, David

Smith, Reinhardt, and many others showed works

in the style the artists had made famous among

their colleagues. De Kooning, however, showed a

Woman of 1949 (now owned by the University of

North Carolina, Greensboro). No one seemed to

find this strange, although de Kooning had become

categorized as an "abstract" artist. That same



month, Excavation was the climax in the installa

tion of The Museum of Modern Art's Abstract

Painting and Sculpture in America, and in October

195 1 the painting won first prize in the sixtieth an

nual of the Chicago Art Institute, which put the

$2,000 prize money toward the $5,000 purchase

price.

In February 1951, de Kooning was invited by

The Museum of Modern Art to write a paper for a

symposium titled What Abstract Art Means to Me;

the Museum published the statement in its Bulletin

(Vol. xviii, no. 3), and it has since been frequently

quoted and misquoted. But while considered a

spokesman for the new American abstract art, de

Kooning was engaged in a very different enterprise.

Almost as soon as Excavation left his studio in

1950, he tacked a seventy-inch-high canvas to his

painting wall and began to paint Woman, I (page

91) ; it was not finished until two years later, having

been abandoned after about eighteen months'

work, then retrieved at the suggestion of de Koon

ing's friend the art historian Meyer Schapiro, and

finally finished along with five other Women

(pages 91-95). They were exhibited in the artist's

third one-man show, at the Janis gallery, in March

1953-

Most of those who knew de Kooning's work and

had followed his heroic struggles with Woman, I

felt it was a triumph. Many younger artists, al

ready in reaction to the rigorously intellectual cli

mate of Abstract Expressionism, considered it a

permission to revive figure painting. But the pub

lic was scandalized by de Kooning's hilarious, lac

erated goddesses. And the more doctrinaire de

fenders of abstract art were equally severe. Clem

ent Greenberg once had told de Kooning, "It is im

possible today to paint a face," to which de Koon

ing had replied, "That's right, and it's impossible

not to."11

A comic climax of a sort was supplied by the

French abstractionist Georges Mathieu, who ca

bled the Artists' Club grandly protesting American

recidivism and betrayal of the high cause of ab

stract painting.

De Kooning's financial situation remained much

the same - that is, terrible - even though Woman,

I, bought from the exhibition by The Museum of

Modern Art, soon became one of the most widely

reproduced works of the 1950's. Popular surveys

that used to be subtitled, "From Altamira to Pi

casso," now were billed as, "From Lascaux to de

Kooning." But American collectors continued to

shy away. One day de Kooning explained to Har

old Rosenberg: "Janis wants me to paint some ab

stractions and says he can sell any number of

black and whites, but he can't move the Women. I

need the money. So if I were an honest man, I'd

paint abstractions. But I have no integrity! So I

keep painting the Women." In 1955 he sold a large

group of pictures, many of them three to six years

old, for about $6,000 to Martha Jackson; she ex

hibited a selection of them in November. Several

were sold to West Coast dealers who would hence

forth show him in the Los Angeles area.

In the interview with David Sylvester, de Kooning

said:

It's really absurd to make an image, like a human im

age, with paint, today, when you think about it....

But then all of a sudden it was even more absurd not

to do it. ... It [painting Woman, /] did one thing for me :

it eliminated composition, arrangement, relation

ships, light - all this silly talk about line, color and

form - because that was the thing I wanted to get

hold of. I put it in the center of the canvas because

there was no reason to put it a bit on the side. So I

thought I might as well stick to the idea that it's got

two eyes, a nose and mouth and neck  When I think

of it now, it wasn't such a bright idea. But I don't



think artists have particularly bright ideas .... Or the

Cubists - when you think about it now, it is so silly to

look at an object from many angles .... It's good that

they got those ideas because it was enough to make

some of them great artists.

The black-and-white abstractions, the white-

and-black abstractions leading up to A ttic, the color

abstractions that climaxed with Excavation, are,

among many other things, covert celebrations of

orgiastic sexuality. They are also, if you will, inter

actions of pure shape, evocations of a bird's-eye

landscape (de Kooning once said that one of the

black-and-white abstractions reminded him of a

seventeenth-century Dutch engraving of a naval

battle), experiments in high- velocity forms. Or all

together: the strength of de Kooning's ambiguity

is its inclusivity. He also includes orgies.

It is instructive to compare Pollock's and de

Kooning's pictures of the 1940's from the view

point of their overt and covert erotic content. Both

use emphatic male and female symbols; in both

the act of lovemaking is the main drama. For Pol

lock, the big subject is the orgasm, which is to say

he is concerned with release - as Louis Finklestein

has pointed out.12 De Kooning, as usual, is more

ambiguous; he is involved with preludes, climaxes,

and postludes - he wants release and control. But

there are more similarities than differences in their

approaches. The intellectual decision to focus on

sex also distinguishes them from practically all of

their colleagues in the first generation of Abstract

Expressionism.

In deciding to paint Woman overtly and to keep

at work on one canvas until he could complete it,

he was following his own fiercely independent log

ic, as the quotation cited above indicates, but he

was also going back to a classical subject in art (as

he has said, "the idol, the Venus, the nude") which

he had invoked off and on from 1938 to 1949. One

can also suggest a psychological reason : perhaps he

wanted to bring out into the open his feelings about

Woman, realizing that they had played a large, if

secret, role in his abstractions.

The new American painting was (and remains)

deeply involved with a discovery of self, with the

identity of the artist. Harold Rosenberg based his

Action Painting thesis upon his sharp perception

and analysis of this characteristic. And the enthu

siasm and dismay with which Rosenberg's essay

was immediately greeted demonstrated the accu

racy of his diagnosis ("Action" became a part of the

language in the fifties as fast as "Happening" did

in the sixties). Traditionally, European artists

were more concerned with the discovery of Art.

They knew who and where they were. Americans

were sure of neither.

In two years of work on one rectangle of canvas,

Woman, I was completed then painted out literally

hundreds of times. De Kooning paints fast and

could cover the whole surface in a matter of hours.

But then would follow weeks of analysis, dissec

tion, drawing sections of the figure, moving the

drawing to overlay another area.

There were also hundreds of studies, drawings,

small oils, a magnificent series of pastels executed

in East Hampton, Long Island, in the summer of

1952 (pages 86-87). In the studies de Kooning of

ten expressed his enchantment with American

girls: they are beautiful, bright, charming; some of

these figures closely resemble his wife Elaine. But

on the big canvas, Woman remained regal, fero

cious.

She represents many things, but one of her as

pects, surely, is that of the Black Goddess: the

mother who betrays the son, gets rid of the father,

destroys the home. Facing this image and getting

beyond it, perhaps, was one of the reasons that it

took so many months to finish Woman, I, and why



Manikins. (ca. 1942).

Pencil, 137/3 x 167/8 inches.

Owned by the artist
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it was immediately afterwards destroyed, only to

be resurrected through the intercession of an ad

mired friend.

De Kooning has made the same complaint about

the reception of the Women series as Joyce did

about critical attacks on Ulysses: nobody even no

ticed that it was funny. There is something comical

about the evocation of a Black Goddess anyhow —

like a fifty-year-old man complaining that when he

was five his mother broke his bow and arrows. He

still may feel the punishment, but he has to laugh

at the same time. Hilarity is a balance to horror -

and so is banality.

The concept of the American banal has always

intrigued de Kooning: advertising, commercial art,

giant industries for such intimate things as de

odorants and toilet paper. He found it romantic,

vulgar, and in its own way poignant. In order to

slow the drying of the paint in such pictures as Attic

andGothamNews (pages 65, io8),de Kooning placed

sheets of newspaper over the surface, peeling them

off the next day. They left offset images of columns

of type and advertisements in the paint and, where

de Kooning did not rework, he let the ghostly

images remain (page 77). They are scattered across

the pictures haphazardly - here a bathing beauty,

there a column of want ads - and he decided he

liked this intrusion of the art of the streets into his

work. The random accumulation of news and ad

vertising images supplied a direct precedent for

Rauschenberg's compositional formats - although

this in no way detracts from the younger artist's

completely original approach.

De Kooning was always fascinated by store-

window manikins (above), comic-strip characters,

and billboard figures : humanoids with the capabil-



ity of a whole range of ersatz expressions made by

modest artists and anonymous craftsmen. Hannah

Arendt's phrase "the banality of evil" was epito

mized years before the trial of Eichmann in a huge

sign that dominated lower Fourth Avenue near

Cooper Union: a saintly depiction of Trujillo, with

his silky little Hitler mustache and delicately

modeled jowls, it presided over de Kooning's Tenth

Street neighborhood as a reminder that there was

a style of big art for a big audience. Woman is also

conceived in these terms. And de Kooning was

thinking about the American female idols in ciga

rette advertisements (in one study, page 78, he cut

the mouth from a "Be kind to your T-zone"

Camel ad and pasted it on the face), the girls

Detail from Attic, 1949,

with offset newspaper advertisement

(see page 65)

whose photographs are paraded through the city

on the sides of mail trucks, pinup girls with their

extraordinary breasts (a particularly lush example

usually hung in his studio). Thus Woman's iconic

presence was modified by his understanding of

our modern icons ; the Black Goddess has a come-

hither smile.

The direct influence of de Kooning's Women on

the Pop artists of the sixties, who presented their

banal idols straight, seems undeniable. Of course

their assumptions are very different. And if de

Kooning had never done his Women, the American

Pop artists probably would have evolved pretty

much as they did. At any event, after the Women

of 1953-1955, de Kooning lost interest in the bill

board effects -although the idea of the All- Ameri

can Girl and the comic-strip creature would recur

in his pictures of the sixties.

If the Black Goddess image was subconscious,

the artist worked consciously with a number of

highly developed plastic concepts, two of which

should be mentioned in some detail.

The first involved his invention of forms out of

which to make a body for Woman: the process

was similar to his development of abstract ele

ments working in paintings and drawings and

collages and mixtures of all three media to find a

shape with the "likeness" he wanted. De Kooning's

metaphor for his concept was "intimate propor

tions." He described it as "the feeling of familiar

ity you have when you look at somebody's big toe

when close to it, or a crease in a hand, or a nose, or

lips, or a necktie."13 And when parts are seen "inti

mately, ' ' they become interchangeable : as when you

hold the joint of your thumb close to your eye, it

could just as well be a thigh.

It is not a "system" of proportions, of course,

but a way of achieving relationships without any

system beyond the exhaustive exploration of all



above: T-Zone, detail from Camel

cigarette ad, back cover of Time

magazine, January 17, 1949;

below: Detail from Study for

Woman, 1950, with collage mouth

(see page_83)

possible forms. Anatomy opens up to as many per

mutations as there are parts of the body.

"Intimate," however, is the clue word. It was

and still is an ideal among many of the postwar

American artists, including Pollock, Rothko,

Kline, and Newman . They planned very big pictures

because they worked "close" to the painting (phys

ically and metaphysically) and the size could

embrace them -and the spectator. "Intimate"

meant breaking through the aesthetic barriers of

style and establishing a direct flow between the

artist and his work, between the work and the

viewer. It could be expressed in a reduced scale,

too; Motherwell once told me that a large brush

mark across a small format can make the "big"

point.

De Kooning's insistence on intimacy as a quality

of his Women must have added to his difficulties.

He had set up a context for an idol. Then he made

the idol hilarious, contemporary, and banal. These

attributes all seem consistent, more or less. But to

add intimacy-to connect the idol directly to the

solar plexus, so to speak, is to set up an "impos

sible" condition.

But de Kooning's specialty always has been the

impossible condition. And he did achieve his "inti

mate proportions," perhaps not in Woman, I,

which is a noble battlefield rather than a complet

ed painting, but triumphantly in the Women that

followed immediately thereafter and in those

which were to come in the sixties, some of which

are still wet on the artist's easel.

Another concept that de Kooning developed in

his long struggle with Woman, I he has called, in

another metaphor, "no environment"-the Ameri

can urban scene and its lack of specificity. He used

to keep pinned near his easel a Daily News photo

graph of a huge crowd at a sports event ; you could

not tell whether it was being held indoors (at



Madison Square Garden) or outdoors (at Yankee

Stadium), although a number of architectural

clues were visible-piers, girders, balconies, etc.

Here an increase in size and quantity destroyed the

identity and special quality of the context.

And in the city, a detail from a skyscraper could

be the corner of a dentist's reception room; a huge

rectangular grid could be the baffles around a

water tank on top of an office building or a part of

a subway station. Everything has its own charac

ter, but its character has nothing to do with any

particular place. Nor with any scale: strips of steel

and glass can be piled up for a building five or a

hundred stories high.

As in his concept of anatomy, and in his experi

ments with drawings cut apart and refitted to

gether, the parts of the city are envisioned as in

terchangeable. This meant that the environment

for Woman, I would be both specific, as is appro

priate to a pinup queen, and general, fit for a

Queen of the Night. The visual clues to her loca

tion are kept purposefully ambiguous. There are

indications of a window, but you cannot tell wheth

er she is in a room or in front of a house. In later

Women, the environmental elements are even more

problematical. They suggest a city landscape, but

as in the city itself, the suggestions are as equiv

ocal as the glimpse of a neon sign or the crest of a

skyscraper's tower looming over a used-car lot.

These landscape elements played an increasingly

large part in his painting as the Women series pro

gressed, and finally took over the image as de

Kooning returned, in 1956, to abstractions. As the

sense of a landscape grew stronger, however, the

environmental forms tended to develop a likeness

to the intimate proportions of the Women's anat

omy.

De Kooning told David Sylvester that after

making the little study with the mouth from a

Camel ad stuck to it :

I cut out a lot of mouths. First of all I felt everything

ought to have a mouth. Maybe it was like a pun, maybe

it's even sexual, or whatever it is, but I used to cut out

a lot of mouths and then I painted those figures [i.e.,

Woman, I ] and then I put the mouth more or less in

the place where it was supposed to be. It always turned

out to be very beautiful and it helped me immensely

to have this real thing. I don't know why I did it with

the mouth. Maybe the grin - it's rather like the

Mesopotamian idols.

To judge from photographs of the work-in-pro

gress,14 the grin is more shark than idol, and it was

echoed in a number of the later Women, even be

coming a necklace of teeth for Woman and Bicycle

(page 96). But apart from this detail, the Women

that followed the first version are gentler creatures.

If there had been a Black Goddess, de Kooning

had exorcised her. The girls who followed are

tragicomic heroines. They have the power of de

Kooning's extraordinary art; you could name a

hurricane after any one of them. But like hurri

canes they are an intimate part of our climate.



left: Untitled, (ca. 1947).

Oil on paper, 20x16 inches.

Private collection

below: Pink Lady (study), (ca. 1948).

Oil on paper, 181/2 X 181/2 inches.

Collection Mr. and Mrs. Donald M. Blinken, New York

opposite: Woman. 1948.

Oil and enamel on composition board, 53^2 X 44/^ inches.

Joseph H. Hirshhorn Foundation







opposite: Woman. (1949).

Oil, enamel, ancl charcoal on canvas, 6o1/2x 477/8 inches.

Collection Mr. and Mrs. Boris Leavitt, Hanover, Pennsylvania

above: Study for Woman. (1950).

Oil and enamel on paper, with pasted color photoengraving,

i4s/s X 1 i5/8 inches (sight).

Collection Mr. and Mrs. Thomas B. Hess, New York



above right: Two Women on a Wharf. (1949).

Oil, enamel, and pencil on cut-and-pasted papers,

24J/4 x 24r/4 inches.

Collection Edward F. Dragon, East Hampton, New York

above left: Two Standing Women. (1949).

Oil, charcoal, and enamel on paper, mounted on

composition board, 29V2 X 26I/4 inches.

Norton Simon Foundation

opposite: Figure and Landscape, II. (ca. 1950).

Oil and enamel on cardboard, mounted on

composition board, 32V4X 15V4 inches.

Joseph H. Hirshhorn Collection
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opposite left: Woman. 1951.

Charcoal, pastel, and crayon, 2P/2X 16 inches.

Paul and Ruth Tishman Collection, New York

opposite right: Woman. (1952).

Pastel and pencil, 21 x 14 inches.

Collection Mr. and Mrs. Stephen D. Paine, Boston

above: Two Women, IV. (1952).

Charcoal and pastel, 161/ 2x 20l/4 inches; 15V2X 17V2 inches (comp.).

Private collection



left: Woman. (1953).

Oil and charcoal on paper, mounted on

canvas, 25^2 X i93/4 inches.

Joseph H. Hirshhorn Collection

below: Woman, [pa. 1952).

Charcoal and crayon on cut-and-pasted papers,

mounted on canvas, 2g1/zX i93/4 inches.

Collection Elaine de Kooning, New York

opposite: Two Women. 1952.

Charcoal, 22 x 29 inches.

Robert and Jane Meyerhoff Collection, Baltimore
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above: Detail from Woman, I, 1950—1952.

opposite: Woman, I. (1950-1952).

Oil on canvas, 757/8 X 58 inches.

The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Purchase





Woman, II. (1952).

Oil on canvas, 59 x 43 inches.

The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Gift of Mrs. John D. Rockefeller, 3rd.



Woman, IV. (1952-1953).

Oil and enamel on canvas, 59 x 46^4 inches.

Nelson Gallery-Atkins Museum, Kansas City, Missouri. Gift of William Inge



Woman, V. (1952-1953).

Oil on canvas, 61 x 45 inches.

Collection Mrs. Arthur C. Rosenberg, Chicago



Woman, VI. (1953).

Oil and enamel on canvas, 68:/2 x 58!/2 inches.

Museum of Art, Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh
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opposite: Woman and Bicycle. (1952-1953).

Oil, enamel, and charcoal on canvas, 76J/2 X 49 inches.

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York

above: Monumental Woman. 1954.

Charcoal, 28I/2X22I/2 inches.

Collection Mr. and Mrs. Harold Rosenberg, East Hampton, New York





opposite: Two Women in the Country. (1954).

Oil, enamel, and charcoal on canvas, 46^3 x 407/8 inches.

Joseph H. Hirshhorn Collection

above: Two Women. (1954-1955).

Oil and charcoal on canvas, 40^3 x 50 inches.

Collection Mrs. Samuel Weiner, New York



In May 1955, almost every newspaper in America

carried as a full-page advertisement a diatribe by

millionaire Huntington Hartford titled "The Pub

lic Be Damned?": it was the usual Sanity-in-Art

fanatic pitch, but with the difference that de

Kooning was singled out for special attack. (Mr.

Hartford's wife in those days was a painter. She

had had a one-man exhibition that was a bit

haughtily dismissed by an Art News reviewer in the

same issue that carried a long article on the devel

opment of Woman, 1.15 Mr. Hartford seems to have

fixed on this glaring injustice and, quoting liberally

from the essay on de Kooning, proceeded to give

him the kind of national publicity that politicians
dream about.)

In t955. after having painted about fifteen

Women large and small, the image began to disap

pear from de Kooning's canvas. Abstract shapes

with a "landscape" sense of light and space started

to take over. "The landscape is in the Woman," de

Kooning told me in 1953, "and there is Woman in

the landscapes." But by the spring of 1955, the

figure was engulfed in the new forms, as a jungle

will obliterate a shrine. The following year, Sidney

Janis, spurred by Martha Jackson's competition,

gave de Kooning another exhibition, this time of

abstractions in rich, heavy colors, based on urban

andsuburban landscape themes. Collectors, perhaps

spurred by Huntington Hartford's advertisement,

hurried to buy. At first the prices were modest.

Later they rose as other dealers began to buy and

sell de Koonings among each other and among

collectors who owned or wanted earlier works. If a

lack of money had been a problem for de Kooning,

it was now solved. For example, as soon as his

dealer became convinced that de Kooning's sales

were not a flash in the pan, he advanced the artist

money to buy materials, and for the first time in

his life he was able to stock supplies of everything

he wanted: rolls of canvas, pounds of paint, quires



of paper, boxes full of brushes. Around this time,

too, most of the other first-generation Abstract

Expressionists began to sell, and American modern

art established a toe hold in what is laughingly

called the international art market.

From 1956 until 1963, the year he moved to The

Springs to live all year round in the country, de

Kooning became increasingly famous.

He had been separated from his wife for some

years. In 1956 his daughter Lisa was born; she has

become his pride and joy.

He made two trips to Europe : first a brief jaunt

to Venice in 1958 ; then he spent the winter months

of 1959-1960 in Rome, where he borrowed his

friend Afro's studio and executed some black

enamel (mixed with pumice) drawings, tearing the

paper and matching up the sections into new con

figurations, often with a wide-angled landscape

effect -the torn edge of the paper is apt to read as a

horizon.

He was elected to the National Institute of Arts

and Letters; in 1963 he was awarded the Presi

dent's Medal at the White House, and for a time

he was on the official list of receptions at which the

government wants to display some leading Ameri

can intellectuals (but the last time he went to the

White House, in 1965, he signed a petition against

the war in Vietnam).

He fixed up a big loft at 831 Broadway with

beautifully polished floors, painting-walls on

casters so they could be moved to catch the best

light, elegant modern chairs (the gift of a friend),

and a telephone with a tape-recorded answering

service (it never worked).

He had the leisure to visit friends ("The trouble

with being poor," he once pointed out, "is that it

takes up all your time."), going up to Bolton

Landing to see David Smith's meadow full of

sculpture and to New Haven to pay his respects to

Albers' latest homage to the square.

In 1959 he exhibited thirteen large abstractions

at Janis, plus a number of smaller works including

some little painted rectangles made out of cut-up

paintings on stiff paper. In his studio he kept these

in a pack like a deck of cards and experimented

with dealing out assemblages on his bedspread, fit

ting the little squares together into a large picture

and studying how strokes would spurt and cut off

at the edges.

Three movies were made of him at work, sec

tions of which, plus some remarkable recent footage

by Hans Namuth, were recently pieced together

for a N.E.T. television show. At irregular intervals

it still gets transmitted. In one sequence the artist

is seen leaving his studio on Tenth Street, then he

comes back into the room in The Springs a good

live years older. Perhaps it is one of life's revenges

on an artist who has spent so much energy cutting

forms apart and putting the pieces back together

in ways that can astonish him.

He was famous and, as he has said, for a moment

he was "at the center of things." His friends were

pleased for him, and all his old and new enemies

noisily sharpened their knives.

There is no point in laboring an old morality,

but the other side of fame is almost as bad as the

dark side of poverty. In public de Kooning was

his polite, punctilious, considerate self, which

meant that at boring parties he would have to

listen for hours to fools tell about their foolishness.

He would become paralyzed with ennui.

At the Cedar bar, drinking a beer with some

friends, a little episode that involved a stranger

breaking his dentures on his own pipe suddenly

made a splash in the newspapers. The New York

Post saw fit to send a writer out to The Springs to

report breathlessly that "all was quiet."

Free-lance interviewers, M.A. candidates, high-

school art teachers, collectors wanting to brush up

their name-dropping, kibitzers, long-forgotten



chance acquaintances, all would climb up the

stairs at 831, pound on the door, and demand ad

mittance. Once, when the pounding seemed a bit

familiar, de Kooning peeked through the keyhole

and saw it was a complete stranger. The man yelled,

I know you're there, I see you peeking through the

keyhole!" "That's a very dirty trick," de Kooning

shouted, and would not let him in, although the

man felt he had as much right to visit him as Central

Park. The landlord offered to put in an elevator.

De Kooning said he would pay even more rent if the

stairs were left alone : anything to discourage in

terruptions.

And where de Kooning used to have a few dis

ciples - young artists who hung on his words and

learned from his paintings - now he had followers.

One day in 1959 he showed me his idea for placing

two large pictures one flush on top of the other

to make a third, vertical painting, using the arbi-

trary cut in the center as a kind of connecting

jump. It did not work out very well, and de

Kooning never finally joined the canvases, but it

worked out very well for one of his followers who,

I was astonished to see, in a few months had made

a whole exhibition out of the device.

De Kooning worked his abstractions out of the

Woman image in a few months in the spring of

I955- Woman as Landscape (page 104) is an un

finished picture that de Kooning permitted to

leave his studio at the importunity of his dealer -

he was having a great deal of trouble with it and

probably felt it would never advance any further

anyhow. Police Gazette (page 107), done at the

same time, is similarly incomplete. If you imagine

the former without the looming face, you have a

landscape motif; if you examine Police Gazette up

side down, you can see where the Woman had

been positioned. After these tentative starts (which

will be highly appreciated as pictures by those who

prefer de Kooning's expressionist side, still bear

ing as they do the integuments of the creative act),

de Kooning moved into a new series of abstractions

that relate to the earlier black-and-white pictures

in the complication of their shapes, and to the

Women in their heavy, rasping colors and tex

tures. The surface is packed with forms, sometimes

keyed to letters, often to jumps from texture to

texture. There is a proliferation of images, a piling

of ambiguity on top of ambiguity. Sometimes the

paint is pushed into wrinkles and folds, like dead

flesh. It is as if all the despair in Woman, I and in

the black-and-white pictures was heaped together

in a gesture of defiant exaltation. The titles refer

to dates and places in the Tenth Street milieu:

The Time of the Fire (page no) to the Wanamaker

fire, for which the artist and his friends had front-

row seats on the roofs of their studios across the

street. Backyard on Tenth Street refers to a sad

little plot of earth that de Kooning could look at

from his easel, watching the soot fall on a few

sickly Trees of Heaven. The titles, of course, are

not interpreted or even suggested in the paintings,

which rather are named as you would name a child.

In the next year, 1957, and for the following six

years, de Kooning simplified and clarified his

images. This was a slow development, but a steady

one. 1 he forms became fewer, the surfaces bigger

and less apt to be interrupted. In his exhibition of

I959> P arc Rosenberg and Suburb in Havana (pages

112, 113) are already highly simplified when com

pared to Easter Monday (page 109), from which

they are separated by only some twenty months.

From there to the untitled painting on page 117 is

about two years, but now the shapes are reduced to

wide smooth areas; the colors are keyed to white

and the palest yellow makes a heavy accent.

In this evolution, de Kooning was responding



to, and in a sense leading, a general tendency in

the later 1950's, in which forms became larger,

more simple, and continuous; colors became fewer

in number, cleaner, more intense, and more con

centrated on primary contrasts; compositions be

came more frontal and simple; textures, smooth

and even. The impact was big and direct, and

nuances were sacrificed to this end. In an exhibi

tion at the Guggenheim Museum in November

1961, Harvard Arnason tried to define this direc

tion and proposed to call the artists "New Imag-

ists," a name that never caught on, perhaps be

cause it brought strong literary associations to

this most unlit erary of developments. A number of

de Kooning's colleagues were having experiences

similar to his, including David Smith, Adolph

Gottlieb, and, just before his death, Franz Kline.

Rothko, whose paintings were in this bare, open

manner to begin with, refined them to an even

narrower range of colors and values, within an

even larger format.

It is probable that at this juncture many of

Barnett Newman's old friends were taking a sec

ond, harder look at his art. But it was too general

a movement to be attributed to any single influ

ence, and it continues today, through color-field

painting and minimal art to the solemn, blunt

units of such young artists as Robert Morris and

Peter Gourfain.

De Kooning's experience followed an inner logic,

even as it moved in the van of a collective tenden

cy. His 1956-1957 landscapes were urban in theme,

of and in the city. The shapes were derived from

ideas about what he saw as he walked through

the Village streets or took a taxi to Times Square,

and also from the elements out of which he had

constructed his Women. A year later, his motif cen

tered around the highway and the experience of

driving along the bands of concrete to and from

New York. He had always been fascinated by

connections - the shoulder, the planes of a collage,

the jump from one shape to another. He saw the

highway as an enormous connection, with an en

vironment of its own. It moves through the "left

over" spaces of the city: the dumps and flats, in

dustrial marshes, bituminized plains. And then it

emerges into the neatly flowering suburbs where

the forest on a hill looks as manicured as the lawns

around the village funeral parlor.

By 1961, his image had moved to the country

side itself, the summer Long Island country : very

flat and sunny - green grass, yellow beach, green

water, blue sky, powdery brown earth.

"I am very happy to see that grass is green,"

de Kooning said to David Sylvester, "At one time,

it was very daring to make a figure red or blue - I

think now that it is just as daring to make it flesh-

colored."

De Kooning mixes his colors in salad bowls. He

starts out with a few basic tones, then "breeds"

them with one another until he has some eighty

possibilities - all from the same source and of the

same chemistry, so the skin of the painting can be

"all of one piece." He can make a blue-green, he

explains, that, held up in front of the ocean, is an

exact match - a kind of trompe-l'ceil. But he can

not use this blue-green ocean color until he has

"made it my own," through the same mysterious

process that he made his own shapes for Dark Pond

and his own ankles for Woman, I.

De Kooning's simplification of shape and format

in the years 1957-1963 was the necessary discipline

to arrive at his new colors. He could not have

known that this was where he was going when he

started out. In i960 he said very firmly, "I'm no

country dumpling!" and he was proud of being a

city man. But he did finally arrive in the country

and with the colors he needed to live there.



Woman as Landscape. (1955).

Oil on canvas, 45x/2 x 41 inches.

Private collection
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Composition. (1955).

Oil, enamel, and charcoal on canvas, 79'/4X 69V4 inches.

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York





opposite: Saturday Night. (1955-1956).

Oil on canvas, 69 x 79 inches.

Washington University Gallery of Art, St. Louis

below: Police Gazette. (1954-1955).

Oil, enamel, and charcoal on canvas, 43V4 X 5qI/4 inches.

Collection Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Scull, New York
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above: Gotham News. (1955—1956).

Oil, enamel, and charcoal on canvas, 69'/2 x 793/4 inches.

Albright-Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo

opposite: Easter Monday. (1956).

Oil on canvas, 96:/4 x 737/8 inches.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. Rogers Fund, 1956





above: The Time of the Fire. (1956).

Oil and enamel on canvas, 59V4 X 79 inches.

Collection Dr. and Mrs. Israel Rosen, Baltimore

opposite: Palisade. (1957).

Oil on canvas, 79 x 69 inches.

Collection Mr. and Mrs. Milton A. Gordon, New York
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Pare Rosenberg. (1957).

Oil on canvas, 80 x 70 inches.

Isobel and Donald Grossman Collection, New Yorl



Suburb in Havana. (1958).

Oil on canvas, 80 x 70 inches.

Collection Mr. and Mrs. Lee V. Eastman, New York





opposite: Ruth's Zowie. (1957).

Oil on canvas, 80^4 X 70'/8 inches.

Collection Mr. and Mrs. Thomas B. Hess, New York

below: Black and White, Rome D. 1959.

Enamel on cut-and-pasted papers, mounted

on canvas, 393/s X 273/4 inches.

Collection Marie Christophe Thurman, New York



Rosy-Fingered Dawn at Louse Point. (1963).

Oil on canvas, 80 x 70 inches.

Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam



Untitled. (1961).

Oil on canvas, 80 x 70 inches.

Collection Virginia Dwan, New York
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opposite: Door io the River, (i960).

Oil on canvas, 80 x 70 inches.

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York.

Gift of the Friends of the Whitney Museum, and Purchase

above left: Woman, I. (1961).

Oil on paper, with pasted color photoengraving,

mounted on canvas, 29 X 223/8 inches.

Private collection

above right: Woman, VIII. (1961).

Oil on paper, 29 x 223/8 inches.

National Collection of Fine Arts, Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, D.C.
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opposite: Untitled. (1963).

Oil on canvas, 80 x 70 inches.

Joseph H. Hirshhorn Foundation

above: Pastorale. (1963).

Oil on canvas, 70 x 80 inches.

Private collection



Around 1961 de Kooning began to spend less and

less time in New York. That summer, at The

Springs, in the house he later bought from his

brother-in-law Peter Fried, he did a series of small

Women on paper. But there was no room in the

Fried house for doing large pictures, and he kept

his loft in the city as his main studio.

The next winter he began plans for a large studio

on some land he bought not far from the Fried

house. He withdrew more and more from the art

world, never answered his telephone, avoided all

parties except those given by old friends.

In 1963, about February, he took one of his 80

by 70 inch stretched canvases and began a painting

in pinks turning to golden yellow moving to a

heavy white. The form developed evenly, smoothly

across the picture, "all there in front of you";

there is an undulation which might be hills or

waves or the landscape moving across the vision

of a man coasting his bicycle down a road over the

gently rolling scrub-oak landscape. He titled the

painting Pastorale and a few months later moved

out of his New York loft for good to live in Long

Island and work in his partly completed studio.

Turn Pastorale (page 121) 90 degrees clockwise,

and you will see the emergent form of a Woman.

I telephoned de Kooning on a hot day last summer.

"Have you been to the beach ?" I asked.

"Oh no, I never go to the beach, especially when

there are lots of the people here."

"Watch out, you're turning into a farmer."

"I don't think so, but one thing - when I see a

man of my own age with a bright scarf around his

neck speeding by in one of those low-slung cars —

I want to kill him!"

"Right," I said, "you're a farmer."

'Well, I know the people here, the ones in the

winter; one family has a son in Vietnam. . . ."

And we discussed the war and Bertrand Russell.



De Kooning lives and paints in The Springs. He

has never worked better or been more productive

-of paintings, drawings, studies in all sizes; he

threatens to take up sculpture. He still comes to

New York, but it is as a visitor, to see a dentist,

or an exhibition, or a friend. The rest of the time

he paints, rebuilds his studio, rides his bicycle.

E. de Wilde, director of the Stedelijk Museum in

Amsterdam, visited de Kooning in The Springs to

make the first initiatives for this exhibition. He

said he felt the light and terrain reminded him of

the Lowlands, the wide horizons and tidy wilder

ness of Hobbema and the Ruysdaels. The artist

grinned and said he didn't know; he hasn't been

there in a long time.

Shortly after settling in Long Island, he left the

Janis gallery - a parting that was unpleasant on

both sides and resulted in a lawsuit and counter-

suit which, at this writing, are still proceeding. On

his own, the artist sold pictures directly to a few

collectors, especially to Joseph Hirshhorn - a dedi

cated and enthusiastic buyer of American art who

plans a whole room for de Kooning in his projected

museum in Washington, D.C. He sold pictures to

private dealer Harold Diamond, who had arrange

ments with Los Angeles galleries to handle and

exhibit some de Koonings, and who had contacts

with many New York collectors, one of whom,

John Powers, bought a number of works. Dealer

Allan Stone also bought from the artist and carried

on a brisk trade between buyers and sellers of

earlier pictures. He exhibited a number of recent

works in his gallery, and organized a handsome

two-man show that joined de Kooning with his

old friend Barnett Newman.

Like most first-rate artists, de Kooning has a

123 keen understanding of the art market, such as it is,

and of his place in it; but, again like most artists,

he is a rotten accountant. Pictures went in and out

of the studio very informally and records were

kept even more informally. Some works disap

peared others were stolen (most of them have been

recovered). Whoever does the artist's catalogue

raisonne at some future date will probably find his

biggest headaches in the early 1960's.

In working on many of the larger pictures, de

Kooning applied newspaper sheets to them, as he

had to Attic, Easter Monday, etc., to slow the

drying process or to cover up some section of the

painting while he worked on an adjacent one. Pull

ing off these sheets, he would study the offset

images of the paint on the paper and leave piles of

them around the studio floor. Harold Diamond

persuaded him to sell a number of these pictures,

and a group of them were later shown in Los An

geles. It is hard to know what to call them. "Mono

type" suggests that he was involved in a print-

making process. "Decal" is more accurately infor

mal, but rather obscure. "Countertype" is another

possibility; however, it generally describes draw

ings. Whatever these works may be labeled, some

are of high interest in their own right - even though

it should be remembered that most of them were

never touched by the artist's brush. All of them

are valuable documents of various stages in de

Kooning's working process, in which destruction

plays as important a role as creation.

In 1966, de Kooning signed a contract with M.

Knoedler & Co., where accurate records now are

kept of his work. In October 1967, he had a large

show there of work of June 1963 to October 1967

-the last painting, Two Figures in a Landscape

(page 137), arrived the day of the opening, still

dripping wet. In June 1968, Knoedler exhibited

many of these pictures in its Paris galleries - de

Kooning's first one-man show in Europe. Its re

ception was obscured, to say the least, by the May

uprisings and subsequent June elections.

His first pictures after moving out to The

Springs were small oils and drawings of Women.



Any necessity to keep his shapes abstract dis

appeared at a moment when, in the fashionable

world, abstract art was becoming a new rage. With

Spinoza, de Kooning holds that, "the images of

things are modifications of the human body." And

the only reason not to paint the figure would be

in obedience to some exterior historical or aesthet

ic imperative. And merely thinking about the

possibility of such a directive would be sufficient

to make de Kooning break it.

Kierkegaard is one of his favorite philosophers,

but of his title, Purity of Heart Is to Will One Thing,

de Kooning has said, "It makes me sick!"

The first Women of 1963 were set in one of de

Kooning's characteristic "no-environment" places,

in between the land and the ocean — wading off the

beach, in a rowboat, sunbathing near the water.

Shimmering reflections dapple their forms. As

Harold Rosenberg pointed out, they are "not time

less icons but today's cuties."16 A group of charcoal

drawings analyzes the play of light bouncing off

wavelets onto their plump bodies.

In 1964 de Kooning ordered some doors and

used them as panels on which to paint a series of

vertical Women : over life-size, hieratic, they have

some of the violence and aggression of the 1953

subjects, especially the first one to be completed

(page 130, left) the Women that followed marked a

return to a more tranquil, bucolic manner.

In 1965-1967, he painted Women singly and in

pairs, in more and more animated poses, the fig

ures breaking free from the frontal stance to sit on

the grass with their knees up to their chins, lie

down on sofas, wave at friends - relax.

Along with these de Kooning did an enormous

series of very free charcoal drawings (page 136)

that represent a new departure for him - and for

art history. Some of them were done with his eyes

closed; some with a charcoal stick in both hands;

others using the left hand only; still others while

watching television. It is as if he recognized that

the brain that all great draftsmen have in their

wrists becomes burdened with its own stereotypes

and conventions. And to get rid of these neural

intellectual constrictions, he had to change the

physical nature of the act. This series of drawings

still continues.

In small sketches and in some of the larger

paintings, a new sense of landscape is apparent. It

is no longer the "no environment" of the city and

its suburbs; the place now seems specific, a certain

glimpse' of the country, a bush or a field under

certain unique conditions instantaneously per

ceived. And in Two Figures in a Landscape (page

T37)> the figures are swallowed up by their envi
ronment.

To end the account here would be to close in a

tidy circle: we would be back where we were in

1956, with the beginning of a new cycle of ab

stractions. However, after taking a few months off

after his Ivnoedler exhibition, including a trip to

Paris (where he saw the Ingres exhibition and, for

the first time, visited the Louvre) and London

(where he met Francis Bacon, whom he had ad

mired since the screaming cardinal pictures), de

Kooning started to work again in January 1968,

aiming not at landscape abstractions, but at a

large composition with two figures. The idea has

obsessed him since the late 1930's (Two Men), but

he has never been able to realize it. Woman, I

began as two women. In small paintings from the

mid-1940's to the early 1960's he achieved some

thing of what he wanted, and he considered the

possibility of a shortcut with the doors, by placing

them flush with each other, like a Renaissance

polyptych. But the latest, large pictures with two

figures may indicate his new direction. And they

may not. The story is unfinished.
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The trouble with art history is that it oversimpli

fies its subject, reducing multitudes of intercon

necting ideas, events, and haphazard circumstan

ces to patterns and chronologies that because of

their neatness often assume a false air of the cor

rect and the factual. There is a certain professional

rhetoric to such simplifications, which can reassure

the reader that art is really quite a simple type

of human endeavor when it is explained - and

it can be explained.

Fortunately, art cannot be explained, only felt.

The newer it is, the stronger we feel it, and the

less able we are to account for its power. Thus,

comment on de Kooning's pictures since 1963 must

be tentative, even though they are among the

most convincing of all his work.

It would be fairly easy to tie them up with the

patterns of his past. For example, the curiously

illuminated background of Man (page 33), in its

pinks and ochers seems a direct prediction of de

Kooning's abstractions of twenty-five years later.

A coincidence ? When a body of work is suffi

ciently varied, there are always ways to tie it up.

But the recent work itself is best seen as a

heterogeneous group, involving many different

concepts, many of them contradictory, being

pushed along simultaneously.

In the little sketches of Women, such as the sun

drenched Clam Diggers (page 126), de Kooning

seems to be looking back to Watteau and Rubens.

He himself tells the story of Rubens instructing

students not to start drawing from the model,

but to work studiously from casts of the antique.

Then, when they had understood the proportions,

they could bring in the living nude and "scatter

your own dimples."

Frenhofer also relaxed from his major work on

Catherine Lescault to do smaller oils of girls. "I

scattered over the contours," he said, "a cloud of

blond, warm semi-tones so that you cannot tell

where an edge meets the background." It could be

a description of Clam Diggers.

De Kooning cites Courbet much more than

Rubens and Watteau; the latter are apt to be

dragged into the conversation by visitors. He sees

Courbet as the artist who was able to go beyond

style and mannerisms in order to paint things as

they are: "dump a tree in front of you." De Koon

ing's colors are as things are, and the landscape

motifs have a symbolizing verisimilitude that

comes from thirty years of work, insight, and cal

culation ("symbolizing," obviously, because the

brown is not made of earth nor the blue of sky

but from a mixture of emulsified mineral pig

ments).

The late Women are distorted, which makes

them seem Expressionist; just as I imagine Re

noir's and Matisse's women looked Expressionist

when they were new. But Expressionism includes

an attitude about the outside world: its misery,

pathos, brutality, or grandeur. De Kooning looks

at his environment as coolly as Cezanne; his dis

tortions come from inside, from his art.

Like all classical artists, he puts his insights

(what he has called his "slipping glimpse") through

an elaborate set of concepts about art and life (in

his case a purposefully anti-systematic system),

and he arrives where he began : home, himself.

Gertrude Stein wrote about it in 1934:

"Now about American painters. Today yester

day or any day. How do they do it.

"They do it like this.

"When they paint it does not make any differ

ence what gets upon the canvas, they are they

and they feel that they are going to be they. Oh

yes. They. They are they. That is what they look

like and that is what they feel." 17





opposite: Clam Diggers. (1964).

Oil on paper, mounted on composition board, 20I/4 x 14V2 inches.

Private collection. Courtesy Pasadena Art Museum

below: Reclining Man. (1964).

Oil on paper, mounted on composition board, 23 x 27 inches.

Joseph H. Hirshhorn Collection



above right: Two Figures. (1964).

Oil on paper, mounted on composition board,

293/8 x 233/8 inches.

Joseph H. Hirshhorn Collection

opposite: Two Women. (1964). I2^

Oil on paper, mounted on composition board, 6or/2 X 37 inches.

Joseph H. Hirshhorn Collection

above left: Head. (1964-1965).

Charcoal and pastel, 233/4x 19 inches.

Allan Stone Gallery, New York







opposite right: Singing Woman. 1965.

Oil on paper, mounted on canvas, 88l/4x 237/8 inches.

Collection John and Kimiko Powers, Aspen, Colorado

left: Woman Acabonic. (1966).

Oil on paper, mounted on canvas, 8ol/2 x 36 inches.

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York.

Gift of Mrs. Bernard F. Gimbel

opposite left: Woman, Sag Harbor. (1964).

Oil on wood (door), 80 x 36 inches.

Joseph H. Hirshhorn Collection





opposite: Woman and Child. (1967).

Oil on paper, 5 2r/2 x 475/s inches.

Collection Joseph and Mildred Gosman, Toledo, Ohio

left: Woman in a Rowboat. (1965).

Oil on paper, mounted on cardboard, 47V2 X 221/4 inches.

Martha Jackson Gallery, New York



opposite: The Visit. (1967).

Oil on canvas, 60 x 48 inches.

M. Knoedler & Co., Inc., New York, Paris, London

above: Woman in the Water. (1967).

Oil on paper, mounted on canvas, 23r/4x 181/ 2 inches

James Goodman Gallery, New York
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opposite above: Untitled (figures in landscape). (1967).

Charcoal, i83/8 X 233/4 inches.

Collection Susan Brockman, New York

opposite below: Untitled. (1967).

Charcoal, i83/4X24 inches.

M. Knoedler & Co., Inc., New York, Paris, London

above: Two Figures in a Landscape. (1967).

Oil on canvas, 70 x 80 inches.

Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam



Notes

1. Broadcast December 3, i960. Edited version pub

lished as ' Content Is a Glimpse," by Willem de

Kooning. Location (New York), vol. I, no. 1,

Spring 1963, pp. 45-48.

2. Published here for the first time, the paper was

delivered at one of the Friday evenings of Sub

jects of the Artist: A New Art School, 35 East

Eighth Street. The school was organized by Wil

liam Baziotes, David Hare, Robert Motherwell,

and Mark Rothko. Later Barnett Newman joined

the group, initiated the Friday evening programs,

and suggested the topics. De Kooning's paper

begins: "I am surprised to be here this evening

reading my piece, for I do not think I am up to it.

Barney Newman decided it really, and he even

gave the evening its name, A Desperate View. . .

3. Conversation with Martha Boudrez, published as

an interview in The Knickerbocker (New York),

May 1950, p. 3.

4. From an unpublished interview with Irving Sand

ler, assigned by Art News in the spring of 1959 to

do an article on the French Line murals that Fer-

nand Leger, with a number of American assist

ants, had undertaken in 1935- Because almost

all the material had disappeared, the article could

never be finished, but Mr. Sandler was kind enough

to let me see his notes. Working with Leger were

de Kooning, Harry Bowden, Mercedes Matter,

George McNeil, Byron Browne, Balcomb Greene,

and Jos6 de Rivera.

5. Clement Greenberg, Matisse (New York: Harry

N. Abrams, 1953), n.p.

6. Friedrich Nietzsche, "article" 277, Beyond Good

and Evil, translated by Marianne Ccwan (Chica

go: Henry Regnery, 1955), p. 244.

7- A distinction first made by Elaine de Kooning,

Kline and Rothko," Art News Annual (New

York), XXVII, 1957-1958, pp. 89-96, 174-179.

8. Leon Trotsky, My Life (New York: Scribner's,

1930; Grosset and Dunlap, i960), p. 260

9. Harold Rosenberg, "The American Action Paint

ers, Art News (New York), December 1952, pp.

22-23; reprinted in The Tradition of the New

(New York: Horizon Press, 1959), pp. 23-39.

10. I homas B. Hess, Willem de Kooning (New York:

George Braziller, 1959).

11. Clement Greenberg was one of the most enthusias

tic champions of de Kooning at the time of his

first exhibitions. Despite Greenberg's dire predic

tion about the artist's attempts to paint a Woman,

he wrote a glowing foreword to an informal de

Kooning retrospective held by the Workshop Art

Center Gallery, Washington, D. C., June 14- July

3. *953- 1 he show included 32 works, from a

Seated Woman, 1937, to Woman II, as well

as such abstractions as Pink Angels, Study for

backdrop [Labyrinth) , and Asheville. Greenberg

wrote :

"Modern art is not the sudden eruption out cf

nowhere that many people think it to be. To the

extent that it is successful as art it flows from the

past without break in continuity. One can find no

better demonstration of this than in Willem de

Kooning's painting, although - or rather, pre

cisely because - it belongs to the most advanced

in our time.

"The supple line that does most of the work in

de Kooning's pictures, whether these are repre

sentational or not, is never a completely abstract

element but harks back to the contour, particu-



larly that of the human form. Though it is a

disembodied contour, seldom closing back upon

itself to suggest a solid object, it continues in the

great tradition of sculptural draughtsmanship

which runs from Leonardo through Michaelange-

lo, Raphael, Ingres and Picasso. The play of the

planes whose edges this line creates - embedding

them in the picture surface here, freeing them

from it there - reminds one, however, of how

nude forms in the big decorative canvases of the

Venetians and Rubens undulate in and out of

foreground light. De Kooning's restraint in the

use of color serves but to let the rhythm of the

undulation come through more clearly.

' De Kooning strives for synthesis, and in more

ways than one. He wants to re-charge advanced

painting, which has largely abandoned the illusion

of depth and volume, with something of the old

power of the sculptural contour. He wants also to

make it accomodate bulging, twisting planes like

those seen in Tintoretto and Rubens. And by

these means he wants in the end to recover a

distinct image of the human figure, yet without

sacrificing anything of abstract painting's deco

rative and physical force. Obviously, this is highly

ambitious art, and indeed de Kooning's ambi

tion is perhaps the largest, or at least the most

profoundly sophisticated, ever to be seen in a

painter domiciled in this country.

"This is painting in the grand style, the grand

style in the sense of tradition but not itself a tra

ditional style, attempted by a man whose gifts

amount to what I am not afraid to call genius

(his ability as a colorist is larger than even his

admirers ordinarily recognize). No wonder de

Kooning has had such a tremendous impact on

American painting in the last several years. He

is one of the important reasons, moreover, why

that painting has ceased to be a provincial one and

become a factor in the mainstream of Western

art today."

Three years later, Greenberg compared de Koon

ing's ambitions to Lucifer's, and found a cubist

substructure for the artist's "bulging and twisting

planes." By the 1960's, he was engaged in an all-

out attack on de Kooning's art, and several of

his epigones have followed his lead, apparently

unencumbered by any knowledge of their leader's

old convictions.

12. Louis Finklestein, "Gotham News," The Avant-

Garde: Art News Annual (New York), XXXIV,

1968, pp. 114-123.

13. Thomas B. Hess, "De Kooning Paints a Picture,"

Art News (New York), March 1953, p. 32.

14. Ibid., pp. 30-33.

15. Ibid., pp. 30-33, 64-67.

16. Harold Rosenberg, "De Kooning: on the Borders

of the Act," The Anxious Object (New York: Ho

rizon Press, 1964), pp. 123-129.

17. Gertrude Stein, Four in America (New Haven:

Yale University Press, 1947), p. 87.
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Selections from the W ritings of W illem de Kooning
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THE RENAISSANCE AND ORDER

Written in ig 50 for a lecture series at Studio 35

on Eighth Street in New York ; reprinted from

Trans/formation, vol. 1, no. 2, ig$i

(Courtesy of Harry Holtzman) .

In the Renaissance, when people - outside of being

hung or crucified - couldn't die in the sky yet, the

ideas a painter had always took place on earth. He had

this large marvelous floor that he worked on. So if

blood was on a sword, it was no accident. It meant that

someone was dying or dead.

It was up to the artist to measure out the exact

space for that person to die in or be dead already. The

exactness of the space was determined or, rather, in

spired by whatever reason the person was dying or

being killed for. The space thus measured out on the

original plane of the canvas surface became a "place"

somewhere on that floor. If he were a good painter, he

did not make the center of the end of that floor - the

vanishing point on the horizon - the "content" (as the

philosophers and educators of commercial art want to

convince us nowadays that they did). The "content"

was his way of making the happening on the floor

measurable from as many angles as possible instead.

The main interest was how deep the happening - and

the floor itself - could be or ought to be. The concept

he had about the so-called "subject" established the

depth; and with that he eventually found how high it

was and how wide. It was not the other way around.

He wasn't Alice looking into the Looking Glass. The

scene wasn't there yet. He still had to make it.

Perspective, then, to a competent painter, did not

mean an illusionary trick. It wasn't as if he were stand

ing in front of his canvas and needed to imagine how

deep the world could be. The world was deep already.

As a matter-of-fact, it was depth which made it pos

sible for the world to be there altogether. He wasn't so

abstract as to take the hypotenuse of a two-dimen

sional universe. Painting was more intellectual than

that. It was more intriguing to imagine himself busy

on that floor of his - to he, so to speak, on the inside of

his picture. He took it for granted that he could only

measure things subjectively, and it was logical there

fore that the best way was from the inside. It was the

only way be could eventually project all the happen

ings on the frontmost plane. He became, in a way, the

idea, the center, and the vanishing point himself - and

all at the same time. He shifted, pushed, and arranged

things in accordance with the way he felt about them.

Sure they were not all the same to him. His idea of

balance was a "wrought" one or a "woven" one. He

loved something in one corner as much as he hated

something in another. But he never became the things

himself, as is usually said since Freud. If he wanted to,

he could become one or two sometines, but he was the

one that made the decision. As long as he kept the orig

inal idea in mind, he could both invent the phenom

ena and inspect them critically at the same time.

Michelangelo invented Adam that way, and even God.

In those days, you were subjective to yourself, not

to somebody else. If the artist was painting St. Sebas

tian, he knew very well he wasn't St. Sebastian — nor

was he one of the torturers. He didn't understand the

other fellow's face because he was painting his own : he

understood it better because he himself had a face. He

could never become completely detached. He could

not get man out of his mind.

There must be something about us, he thought, that

determines us to have a face, legs and arms, a belly,

nose, eyes and mouth. He didn't even mind that

people were flesh-colored. Flesh was very important

to a painter then. Both the church and the state recog-



nized it. The interest in the difference of textures - be

tween silk, wood, velvet, glass, marble- was there only

in relation to flesh. Flesh was the reason why oil painting

was invented. Never before in history had it taken

such a place in painting. For the Egyptians, it was

something that didn't last long enough ; for the Greeks,

it — and everything else — took on the texture of paint

ed marble and plaster walls. But for the Renaissance

artist, flesh was the stuff people were made of. It was

because of man, and not in spite of him, that painting

was considered an art.

Art was also tied up with effort. Man, and all the

things around him, and all that possibly could happen

to him -either going to heaven or hell - were not

there because the artist was interested in designing.

On the contrary, he was designing because all those

things and himself too were in this world already. That

was his great wonder. The marvel wasn't just what he

made himself, but what was there already. He knew

there was something more remarkable than his own

ability. He wasn't continuously occupied with the pet

ulant possibilities of what "mankind" ought to do. If

they were beating something, it wasn't their own

breasts all the time. You can see for yourself that he was

completely astonished. Never apose was taken. Every

thing was gesture. Everything in these paintings

"behaved." The people were doing something; they

looked, they talked to one another, they listened to

one another, they buried someone, crucified someone

else. The more painting developed, in that time, the

more it started shaking with excitement. And very

soon they saw that they needed thousands and thou

sands of brush-strokes for that - as you can see for

yourself in Venetian painting.

The drawing started to tremble because it wanted to

go places. The artist was too perplexed to be sure of

himself. How do we know, he thought, that everything

is really not still, and only starts moving when we be

gin to look at it ? Actually there was no "subject-mat

ter." What we call subj ect-matter now, was then paint

ing itself. Subject matter came later on when parts of

those works were taken out arbitrarily, when a man

for no reason is sitting, standing or lying down. He be

came a bather ; she became a bather ; she was reclining ;

he just stood there looking ahead. That is when the

posing in painting began. When a man has no other

meaning than that he is sitting, he is a poseur. That's

what happened when the burghers got hold of art, and

got hold of man, too, for that matter. For really, when

you think of all the life and death problems in the art

of the Renaissance, who cares if a Chevalier is laughing

or that a young girl has a red blouse on.

It seems that so far, I have a chip on my shoulder. If

I brought up Renaissance painting, it is not out of re

gret or because I think that we lost something. I do

feel rather horrified when I hear people talk about Re

naissance painting as if it were some kind of buck-eye

painting good only for kitchen calendars. I did it also

because it is impossible for me ever to come to the

point. But when I think of painting today, I find my

self always thinking of that part which is connected

with the Renaissance. It is the vulgarity and fleshy

part of it which seems to make it particularly Western.

Well, you could say, "Why should it be Western ?"

Well, I'm not saying it should.

But, it is because of Western civilization that we

can travel now all over the world and I, myself, am

completely grateful for being able to sit in this ever-

moving observation car, able to look in so many direc

tions. But I also want to know where I'm going. I don't

know exactly where it is, but I have my own track.

I'm not always sure I'm on it, but sometimes I think I
am.

In a recent issue of Life magazine (the half-century

number), it is the pages on art which made it obvious

that we are in the right direction. Everything else is

dated. I mean this of course in relation to what was

presented in that issue. Different directions in art

were presented but, for my part, I picked Marcel

Duchamp.

There is a train track in the history of art that goes

way back to Mesopotamia. It skips the whole Orient,

the Mayas and American Indians. Duchamp is on it.

C6zanne is on it. Picasso and the Cubists are on it ; Gia-

cometti, Mondrian and so many, many more - whole

civilizations. Like I say, it goes way in and back to
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Mesopotamia for maybe 5,000 years, so there is no

sense in calling out names. The reason I mention Du-

champ is because he was one of the artists in Life's

half-century number. But I have some feeling about

all these people — millions of them — on this enormous

track, way into history. They had a peculiar way of

measuring. They seemed to measure with a length

similar to their own height. For that reason they

could imagine themselves in almost any proportions.

That is why I think Giacometti's figures are like real

people. The idea that the thing that the artist is mak

ing can come to know for itself, how high it is, how

wide and how deep it is, is a historical one — a tradi

tional one I think. It comes from man's own image.

I admit I know little of Oriental art. But that is be

cause I cannot find in it what I am looking for, or what

I am talking about. To me the Oriental idea of beauty

is that "it isn't here." It is in a state of not being here.

It is absent. That is why it is so good. It is the same

thing I don't like in Suprematism, Purism and non-

objectivity.

And, although I, myself, don't care for all the pots

and pans in the paintings of the burghers - the genre

scenes of goodly living which developed into the kind

sun of Impressionism later on — I do like the idea that

they - the pots and pans, I mean - are always in rela

tion to man. They have no soul of their own, like they

seem to have in the Orient. For us, they have no char

acter; we can do anything we please with them. There

is this perpetual irritability. Nature, then, is just na

ture. I admit I am very impressed with it.

The attitude that nature is chaotic and that the art

ist puts order into it is a very absurd point of view, I

think. All that we can hope for is to put some order

into ourselves. When a man ploughs his field at the

right time, it means just that.

Insofar as we understand the universe - if it can be

understood - our doings must have some desire for

order in them ; but from the point of view of the uni

verse, they must be very grotesque. As a matter-of-

fact, the idea of "order" reminds me of something Jack

Tworkov was telling me that he remembered of his

childhood.

There was the village idiot. His name was Plank and

he measured everything. He measured roads, toads,

and his own feet ; fences, his nose and windows, trees,

saws and caterpillars. Everything was there already to

be measured by him. Because he was an idiot, it is

difficult to think in terms of how happy he was. Jack

says he walked around with a very satisfied expression

on his face. He had no nostalgia, neither a memory nor

a sense of time. All that he noticed about himself was

that his length changed !

WHAT ABSTRACT ART MEANS TO ME

Written for a symposium held at The Museum of

Modern Art on February 5, 1951 ; reprinted from

The Museum of Modern Art Bulletin,

vol. XVIII, no. 3, Spring 1951.

The first man who began to speak, whoever he was,

must have intended it. For surely it is talking that has

put "Art" into painting. Nothing is positive about art

except that it is a word. Right from there to here all

art became literary. We are not yet living in a world

where everything is self-evident. It is very interesting

to notice that a lot of people who want to take the talk

ing out of painting, for instance, do nothing else but

talk about it. That is no contradiction, however. The

art in it is the forever mute part you can talk about for

ever.

For me, only one point comes into my field of vision.

This narrow, biased point gets very clear sometimes. I

didn't invent it. It was already here. Everything that

passes me I can see only a little of, but I am always

looking. And I see an awful lot sometimes.

The word "abstract" comes from the light-tower of

the philosophers, and it seems to be one of their spot

lights that they have particularly focussed on "Art."

So the artist is always lighted up by it. As soon as it - I

mean the "abstract" — comes into painting, it ceases

to be what it is as it is written. It changes into a feeling

which could be explained by some other words, prob

ably. But one day, some painter used "Abstraction"

   



as a title for one of his paintings. It was a still life. And

it was a very tricky title. And it wasn't really a very

good one. From then on the idea of abstraction became

something extra. Immediately it gave some people the

idea that they could free art from itself. Until then,

Art meant everything that was in it - not what you

could take out of it. There was only one thing you

could take out of it sometime when you were in the

right mood - that abstract and indefinable sensation,

the esthetic part - and still leave it where it was. For

the painter to come to the ' 'abstract" or the "nothing, ' '

he needed many things. Those things were always

things in life - a horse, a flower, a milkmaid, the light

in a room through a window made of diamond shapes

maybe, tables, chairs, and so forth. The painter, it is

true, was not always completely free. The things were

not always of his own choice, but because of that he

often got some new ideas. Some painters liked to paint

things already chosen by others, and after being ab

stract about them, were called Classicists. Others

wanted to select the things themselves and, after being

abstract about them, were called Romanticists. Of

course, they got mixed up with one another a lot too.

Anyhow, at that time, they were not abstract about

something which was already abstract. They freed the

shapes, the light, the color, the space, by putting them

into concrete things in a given situation. They did

think about the possibility that the things - the horse,

the chair, the man - were abstractions, but they let

that go, because if they kept thinking about it, they

would have been led to give up painting altogether,

and would probably have ended up in the philosopher's

tower. When they got those strange, deep ideas, they

got rid of them by painting a particular smile on one of

the faces in the picture they were working on.

The esthetics of painting were always in a state of

development parallel to the development of painting

itself. They influenced each other and vice versa. But

all of a sudden, in that famous turn of the century, a

few people thought they could take the bull by the

horns and invent an esthetic beforehand. After imme

diately disagreeing with each other, they began to

form all kinds of groups, each with the idea of freeing

art, and each demanding that you should obey them.

Most of these theories have finally dwindled away into

politics or strange forms of spiritualism. The question,

as they saw it, was not so much what you could paint

but rather what you could not paint. You could not

paint a house or a tree or a mountain. It was then that

subject matter came into existence as something you

ought not to have.

In the old days, when artists were very much want

ed, if they got to thinking about their usefulness in the

world, it could only lead them to believe that painting

was too worldly an occupation and some of them went

to church instead or stood in front of it and begged. So

what was considered too worldly from a spiritual point

of view then, became later - for those who were invent

ing the new esthetics - a spiritual smoke-screen and

not worldly enough. These latter-day artists were both

ered by their apparent uselessness. Nobody really

seemed to pay any attention to them. And they did not

trust that freedom of indifference. They knew that

they were relatively freer than ever before because of

that indifference, but in spite of all their talking about

freeing art, they really didn't mean it that way. Free

dom to them meant to be useful in society. And that is

really a wonderful idea. To achieve that, they didn't

need things like tables and chairs or a horse. They

needed ideas instead, social ideas, to make their ob

jects with, their constructions - the "pure plastic

phenomena" - which were used to illustrate their con

victions. Their point was that until they came along

with their theories, Man's own form in space - his

body - was a private prison ; and that it was because

of this imprisoning misery — because he was hungry

and overworked and went to a horrid place called

home late at night in the rain, and his bones ached and

his head was heavy — because of this very conscious

ness of his own body, this sense of pathos, they sug

gest, he was overcome by the drama of a crucifixion in

a painting or the lyricism of a group of people sitting

quietly around a table drinking wine. In other words,

these estheticians proposed that people had up to now

understood painting in terms of their own private

misery. Their own sentiment of form instead was one
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of comfort. The beauty of comfort. The great curve of

a bridge was beautiful because people could go across

the river in comfort. To compose with curves like that,

and angles, and make works of art with them could

only make people happy, they maintained, for the

only association was one of comfort. That millions of

people have died in war since then, because of that

idea of comfort, is something else.

This pure form of comfort became the comfort of

"pure form." The "nothing" part in a painting until

then - the part that was not painted but that was

there because of the things in the picture which were

painted - had a lot of descriptive labels attached to it

like "beauty," "lyric," "form," "profound," "space,"

"expression," "classic," "feeling," "epic," "roman

tic," "pure," "balance," etc. Anyhow that "nothing"

which was always recognized as a particular some

thing - and as something particular - they generalized,

with their book-keeping minds, into circles and

squares. They had the innocent idea that the "some

thing" existed "in spite of" and not "because of" and

that this something was the only thing that truly mat

tered. They had hold of it, they thought, once and for all.

But this idea made them go backward in spite of the

fact that they wanted to go forward . That "something"

which was not measurable, they lost by trying to make

it measurable; and thus all the old words which, ac

cording to their ideas, ought to be done away with got

into art again : pure, supreme, balance, sensitivity, etc.

Kandinsky understood "Form" as a form, like an

object in the real world; and an object, he said, was a

narrative - and so, of course, he disapproved of it. He

wanted his "music without words." He wanted to be

"simple as a child." He intended, with his "inner-self,"

to rid himself of "philosophical barricades" (he sat

down and wrote something about all this) . But in turn

his own writing has become a philosophical barricade,

even if it is a barricade full of holes. It offers a kind of

Middle-European idea of Buddhism or, anyhow,

something too theosophic for me.

The sentiment of the Futurists was simpler. No

space. Everything ought to keep on going ! That's prob

ably the reason they went themselves. Either a man

was a machine or else a sacrifice to make machines

with.

The moral attitude of Neo-Plasticism is very much

like that of Constructivism, except that the Construc-

tivists wanted to bring things out in the open and the

Neo-Plasticists didn't want anything left over.

I have learned a lot from all of them and they have

confused me plenty too. One thing is certain, they

didn't give me my natural aptitude for drawing. I am

completely weary of their ideas now.

The only way I still think of these ideas is in terms

of the individual artists who came from them or in

vented them . I still think that Boccioni was a great art

ist and a passionate man. IlikeLissitzky, Rodchenko,

Tatlin and Gabo; and I admire some of Kandinsky's

painting very much. But Mondrian, that great merci

less artist, is the only one who had nothing left over.

The point they all had in common was to be both in

side and outside at the same time. A new kind of like

ness! The likeness of the group instinct. All that it has

produced is more glass and an hysteria for new ma

terials which you can look through. A sympton of love-

sickness, 1 guess. For me, to be inside and outside is to

be in an unheated studio with broken windows in the

winter, or taking a nap on somebody's porch in the

summer.

Spiritually I am wherever my spirit allows me to be,

and that is not necessarily in the future. I have no nos

talgia, however. If I am confronted with one of those

small Mesopotamian figures, 1 have no nostalgia for it

but, instead, I may get into a state of anxiety. Art

never seems to make me peaceful or pure. I always

seem to be wrapped in the melodrama of vulgarity. I

do not think of inside or outside - or of art in general-

as a situation of comfort. I know there is a terrific idea

there somewhere, but whenever I want to get into it, I

get a feeling of apathy and want to lie down and go to

sleep. Some painters, including myself, do not care

what chair they are sitting on. It does not even have

to be a comfortable one. They are too nervous to find

out where they ought to sit. They do not want to "sit

in style." Rather, they have found thatpainting - any

kind of painting, any style of painting - to be painting



at all, in fact - is a way of living today, a style of living

so to speak. That is where the form of it lies. It is ex

actly in its uselessness that it is free. Those artists do

not want to conform. They only want to be inspired.

The group instinct could be a good idea, but there is

always some little dictator who wants to make his in

stinct the group instinct. There is no style of painting

now . There are as many naturalists among the abstract

painters as there are abstract painters in the so-called

subject-matter school.

The argument often used that science is really ab

stract, and that painting could be like music and, for

this reason, that you cannot paint a man leaning

against a lamp-post, is utterly ridiculous. That space

of science - the space of the physicists - I am truly

bored with by now. Their lenses are so thick that seen

through them, the space gets more and more melan

choly. There seems to be no end to the misery of the

scientists' space. All that it contains is billions and

billions of hunks of matter, hot or cold, floating around

in darkness according to a great design of aimlessness.

The stars I think about, if I could fly, I could reach in a

few old-fashioned days. But physicists' stars I use as

buttons, buttoning up curtains of emptiness. If I

stretch my arms next to the rest of myself and wonder

where my fingers are - that is all the space I need as a

painter.

Today, some people think that the light of the atom

bomb will change the concept of painting once and for

all. The eyes that actually saw the light melted out of

sheer ecstasy. For one instant, everybody was the

same color. It made angels out of everybody. A truly

Christian light, painful but forgiving.

Personally, I do not need a movement. What was

given to me, I take for granted. Of all movements, I

like Cubism most. It had that wonderful unsure at

mosphere of reflection - a poetic frame where some

thing could be possible, where an artist could practise

his intuition. It didn't want to get rid of what went

before. Instead it added something to it. The parts

that I can appreciate in other movements came out of

Cubism. Cubism became a movement, it didn't set out

to be one. It has force in it, but it was no "force-move

ment. And then there is that one-man movement,

Marcel Duchamp — for me a truly modern movement

because it implies that each artist can do what he

thinks he ought to - a movement for each person and

open for everybody.

If I do paint abstract art, that's what abstract art

means to me. I frankly do not understand the ques

tion. About twenty-four years ago, I knew a man in

Hoboken, a German who used to visit us in the Dutch

Seamen's Home. As far as he could remember, he was

always hungry in Europe. He found a place in Hobo

ken where bread was sold a few days old - all kinds of

bread: French bread, German bread, Italian bread,

Dutch bread, Greek bread, American bread and par

ticularly Russian black bread. He bought big stacks of

it for very little money, and let it get good and hard

and then he crumpled it and spread it on the floor in

his flat and walked on it as on a soft carpet. I lost sight

of him, but found out many years later that one of the

other fellows met him again around 86th street. He

had become some kind of a Jugend Bund leader and

took boys and girls to Bear Mountain on Sundays. He

is still alive but quite old and is now a Communist. I

could never figure him out, but now when I think of

him, all that I can remember is that he had a very

abstract look on his face.

CONTENT IS A GLIMPSE...

Excerpts from an interview with David Sylvester

(B.B.C.) ; reprinted from Location, vol. i,

no. i, Spring 1963.

When we went to the Academy [in Rotterdam, in the

early 1920s] - doing painting, decorating, making a

living - young artists were not interested in painting

per se. We used to call that "good for men with

beards.' Andtheideaof apalette,with colors on it, was

rather silly. At that time we were influenced by the

de Stijl group. The idea of being a modern person wasn't

really being an artist in the sense of being a painter.

So it wasn't illogical to come to America [instead of



going to Paris]. Also, being young, I really didn't un

derstand the nature of painting. I really intended to

become an applied artist. I mean, it was more logical

to be a designer or a commercial artist. I didn't intend

to become a painter - that came later.

I didn't expect that there were any artists here. We

never heard in Holland that there were artists in Amer

ica. There was still the feeling that this was where an

individual could get places and become well off, if he

worked hard; while art, naturally, was in Europe.

When I had been here for about six months or a year I

found out that there were a lot of artists here too.

There was Greenwich Village ; there was a whole tradi

tion in painting and in poetry. I j ust didn't know about

it, and it must have directed me back to interests I had

when I was fourteen, fifteen, sixteen years old. When

you're about nineteen and twenty, you really want to

go up in the world and you don't mind giving up art.

I was here only about three days when I got a job in

Hoboken as a house painter. I made nine dollars a day,

which was quite a large salary, and after being around

four or five months doing that, I started looking for a

job doing applied art-work. I made some samples and

I was hired immediately. I didn't even ask them the

salary because I thought if I made twelve dollars a day

as a house painter, I would make at least twenty

dollars a day being an artist. Then at the end of two

weeks, the man gave me twenty-five dollars and I was

so astonished I asked him if that was a day's pay. He

said, "No, that's for the whole week." And I imme

diately quit and went back to house painting. It took

quite a while for me to make the shift from being a

Sunday painter, working most of the time and paint

ing once in a while, to painting for longer periods and

taking odd jobs here and there on the side. It was a

gradual development and it was really more of a

psychological attitude : that it was better to say, "No.

I'm an artist. I have to do something on the side to

make a living." So I styled myself an artist and it was

very difficult. But it was a much better state of mind.

Then, when the Depression came, I got on the WPA,

and I met all kinds of other painters and sculptors and

writers and poets and architects, all in the same boat,

because America never really cared much for people

who do those things. I was on the Project about a year

or a year and a half, and that really made it stick, this

attitude, because the amount of money we made on

the Project was rather fair; in the Depression days

one could live modestly and nicely. So I felt, well, I

have to just keep doing that. The decision to take was :

was it worth it to put all my eggs in one basket, that

kind of basket of art. I didn't know if I really was

competent enough, if I felt it enough.

I met a lot of artists - but then I met Gorky. I had

some training in Holland, quite a training, the Acad

emy. Gorky didn't have that at all. He came from no

place ; he came here when he was sixteen, from Tiflis in

Georgia, with an Armenian upbringing. And for some

mysterious reason, he knew lots more about painting

and art - he just knew it by nature - things I was

supposed to know and feel and understand - he really

did it better. He had an extraordinary gift for hitting

the nail on the head ; very remarkable. So I immedi

ately attached myself to him and we became very good

friends. It was nice to be foreigners meeting in some

new place. Of course, New York is really like a Byzan

tine city — it is very natural too. I mean, that is prob

ably one of the reasons why I came myself, without

knowing. When I was a child I was very interested in

America; it was romantic... cowboys and Indians.

Even the shield, the medieval shield they have with

the stars on top and the stripes on the bottom, was

almost like the heraldic period of the Crusaders, with

the eagle ; as a child I used to be absolutely fascinated

by this image.

Now that is all over. It's not so much that I'm an

American: I'm a New Yorker. I think we have gone

back to the cities, and I feel much more in common

with artists in London or Paris. It is a certain burden,

this American-ness. If you come from a small nation,

you don't have that. When I went to the Academy and

I was drawing from the nude, I was making the draw

ing, not Holland. I feel sometimes an American artist

must feel, like a baseball player or something - a

member of a team writing American history. . . I think

it is kind of nice that at least part of the public is



proud that they have their own sports and things like

that — and why not their own art ? I think it's wonder

ful that you know where you came from - I mean you

know, if you are American, you are an American.

Certain artists and critics attacked me for painting

the Women, but I felt that this was their problem, not

mine. I don't really feel like a non-objective painter at

all. Today, some artists feel they have to go back to

the figure, and that word "figure" becomes such a ridic

ulous omen - if you pick up some paint with your

brush and make somebody's nose with it, this is rather

ridiculous when you think of it, theoretically or philo

sophically. It's really absurd to make an image, like a

human image, with paint, today, when you think

about it, since we have this problem of doing or not

doing it. But then all of a sudden it was even more

absurd not to do it. So I fear that I have to follow my

desires.

I he Women had to do with the female painted

through all the ages, all those idols, and maybe I was

stuck to a certain extent; I couldn't go on. It did one

thing for me : it eliminated composition, arrangement,

relationships, light - all this silly talk about line,

color and form — because that was the thing I wanted

to get hold of. I put it in the center of the canvas be

cause there was no reason to put it a bit on the side. So

I thought I might as well stick to the idea that it's got

two eyes, a nose and mouth and neck. I got to the anat

omy and I felt myself almost getting flustered. I re

ally could never get hold of it. It almost petered out. I

never could complete it and when I think of it now, it

wasn'Fsuch a bright idea. But I don't think artists

have particularly bright ideas. Matisse's Woman in a

Red Blouse - what an idea that is! Or the Cubists -

when you think about it now, it is so silly to look at an

object from many angles. Constructivism - open, not

closed. It's very silly. It's good that they got those

ideas because it was enough to make some of them

great artists.

Painting the Women is a thing in art that has been

done over and over - the idol, Venus, the nude. Rem

brandt wanted to paint an old man, a wrinkled old

guy - that was painting to him. Today artists are in a

belated age of reason. They want to get hold of things.

Take Mondrian; he was a fantastic artist. But when

we read his ideas and his idea of Neo-Plasticism - pure

plasticity - it's kind of silly. Not for him, but I think

one could spend one's life having this desire to be in

and outside at the same time. He could see a future

life and a future city - not like me, who am absolutely

not interested in seeing the future city. I'm perfectly

happy to be alive now.

The Woman became compulsive in the sense of not

being able to get hold of it — it really is very funny to

get stuck with a woman's knees, for instance. You say,

'What the hell am I going to do with that now ?" ; it's

really ridiculous. It may be that it fascinates me, that

it isn't supposed to be done. A lot of people paint a

figure because they feel it ought to be done, because

since they're human beings themselves, they feel they

ought to make another one, a substitute. I haven't got

that interest at all. I really think it's sort of silly to

do it. But the moment you take this attitude it's just

as silly not to do it.

It became a problem of picture painting, because

the very fact that it had words connected with it -

"figure of a woman" - made it more precise. Perhaps

I am more of a novelist than a poet, but I always like

the word in painting. Forms ought to have the emo

tion of a concrete experience. For instance, I am very

happy to see that grass is green. At one time, it was

very daring to make a figure red or blue - I think now

that it is just as daring to make it flesh-colored.

Content is a glimpse of something, an encounter like

a flash. It's very tiny - very tiny, content. When I was

painting those figures, I was thinking about Gertrude

Stein, as if they were ladies of Gertrude Stein - as if

one of them would say, "How do you like me ?" Then

I could sustain this thing all the time because it could

change all the time ; she could almost get upside down,

or not be there, or come back again, she could be any

size. Because this content could take care of almost

anything that could happen.

I still have it now from fleeting things - like when

one passes something, and it makes an impression, a

simple stuff.
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I wasn't concerned to get a particular kind of feel

ing. I look at them now and they seem vociferous and

ferocious. I think it had to do with the idea of the idol,

the oracle, and above all the hilariousness of it. I do

think that if I don't look upon life that way, I won't

know how to keep on being around.

I cutout a lot of mouths. First of all, I thought every

thing ought to have a mouth. Maybe it was like a

pun. Maybe it's sexual. But whatever it is, I used to

cut out a lot of mouths and then I painted those figures

and then I put the mouth more or less in the place

where it was supposed to be. It always turned out to

be very beautiful and it helped me immensely to have

this real thing. I don't know why I did it with the

mouth. Maybe the grin - it's rather like the Mesopo-

tamian idols, they always stand up straight, looking to

the sky with this smile, like they were just astonished

about the forces of nature you feel, not about prob

lems they had with one another. That I was very

conscious of - the smile was something to hang onto.

I wouldn't know what to do with the rest, with the

hands, maybe, or some gesture, and then in the end I

failed. But it didn't bother me because I had, in the

end, given it up; I felt it was really an accomplish

ment. I took the attitude that I was going to succeed,

and I also knew that this was just an illusion. I never

was interested in how to make a good painting. For

many years I was not interested in making a good

painting - as one might say, "Now this is really a

good painting" or a "perfect work." I didn't want to

pin it down at all. I was interested in that before, but

I found out it was not my nature. I didn't work on it

with the idea of perfection, but to see how far one

could go - but not with the idea of really doing it. With

anxiousness and dedication to fright maybe, or ecsta

sy, like the Divine Comedy, to be like a performer : to

see how long you can stay on the stage with that imag

inary audience.

The pictures done since the Women, they're emo

tions, most of them. Most of them are landscapes and

highways and sensations of that, outside the city -

with the feeling of going to the city or coming from it.

I'm not a pastoral character. I'm not a - how do you

say that ?- "country dumpling." I am here, and I

like New York City. But I love to go out in a car. I'm

crazy about weekend drives, even if I drive in the

middle of the week. I'm just crazy about going over

the roads and highways... They are really not very

pretty, the big embankments and the shoulders of the

roads and the curves are flawless - the lawning of it,

the grass. This I don't particularly like or dislike, but I

wholly approve of it. Like the signs. Some people

want to take the signs away, but it would break my

heart. All those different big billboards. There are

places in New England where they are not allowed to

put those signs, and that's nice too, but I love those

grotesque signs. I mean, I am not undertaking any

social. . . I'm no lover of the new - it's a personal thing.

When I was working on this Merritt Par kwa ?' picture,

this thing came to me: it's just like the Merritt

Parkway. I don't think I set out to do anything, but I

find because of modern painting that things which

couldn't be seen in terms of painting, things you

couldn't paint, for instance, are now - it's not that

you paint them but it is the connection.

I imagine that C6zanne, when he painted a ginger

pot and apples and ordinary everyday wine bottles,

must have been very grotesque in his day, because a

still-life was something set up of beautiful things. It

may be very difficult, for instance, to put a Rheingold

bottled beer on the table and a couple of glasses and a

package of Lucky Strikes. There are certain things

you cannot paint at a particular time ; and it takes a

certain attitude, how to see those things in terms of

art. You feel those things and inasmuch as I should

set out to paint Merritt Parkway years ago, it seems I

must have liked it so much I must have subcon

sciously found a way of setting it down on paper, on

canvas. It could be that - I'm not sure.

Now I can make some highways, maybe. Of course,

there will be something else. Now I can set out to do it,

and then it will be, maybe it will be a painting of

something else. Because if you know the measure of

something - for yourself there's no absolute measure -

you can find the size of something. You say now that's

just this length and immediately with that length you



can paint, well, a cat. If you understand one thing,

you can use it for something else. That is the way I

work. I get hold of a certain kind of area or measure or

size and then I can use it. I mean, I have an attitude.

I have to have an attitude.

I feel now if I think of it, it will come out in the paint

ing. In other words, if I want to make the whole

painting look like a bottle, like a lot of bottles, for

instance - maybe the end of the day, when everything

is very light, but not in sunlight necessarily - and so

if I have this image of this bottle and if I really think

about it, it will come out in the painting. That doesn't

mean that people notice a bottle, but I know when I

succeed in it - then the painting would have this.

They can interpret it their ways.

I get freer. I feel I am getting more to myself in the

sense of, I have all my forces. I hope so, anyhow. I

have this sort of feeling that I am all there now. It's not

even thinking in terms of one's limitations because

they have to come naturally. I think whatever you

have, you can do wonders with it, if you accept it, and

I feel with the help of all the other artists around me

doing all these different things - I wouldn't know

how to pin it down. But I have some feelings now — a

bigger feeling of freedom. I am more convinced about

picking up the paint and the brush and drumming it

out.

I make a little mystique for myself. Since I have no

preference or so-called sense of color, I could take

almost anything that could be some accident of a pre

vious painting. Or I set out to make a series. I take,

for instance, some pictures where I take a color, some

arbitrary color I took from some place. Well, this is

gray maybe, and I mix the color for that, and then I

find out that when I am through with getting the

color the way I want it, I have six other colors in it,

to get that color ; and then I take those six colors and I

use them also with this color. It is probably like a

composer does a variation on a certain theme. But it

isn't technical. It isn't just like fun because if I am in

terested in this bottle, I'm not going to find it in any

place.

I have this measure, so it's no contradiction really.

All these things are already in art and if you can - even

if you go to the Academy and you really can do it and

you get the point — well, you know how to draw a

basket, you see.

I read somewhere that Rubens said students should

not draw from life, but draw from all the great classic

casts. Then you really get the measure of them, you

really know what to do. And then, put in your own

dimples.

Isn't that marvelous!

Now, of course, we don't do that. You've developed

a little culture for yourself, like yoghurt ; as long as you

keep something of the original microbes, the original

thing in it will grow out. So I had - like most artists -

this original little sensation, so I don't have to worry

about getting stuck. As to the painting being finished.

I always have a miserable time over that. But it is get

ting better now. I just stop. I sometimes get rather

hysterial and because of that I find sometimes a terrif

ic picture. As a matter of fact, that's probably the

real thing, but I couldn't set out to do that. I set out

keeping in mind that this thing will be a flop in all

probability, and it sometimes turns out very good.
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(arranged chronologically)

127 New York. The Museum of Modern Art. New

Horizons in American Art. September 14-Octo-

ber 16, 1936. 1 work.

Introduction by Holger Cahill.

128 New York. World's Fair 1939. Painting and

Sculpture in the World of Tomorrow. Summer —

Fall 1939. 1 work. Biog.

129 Venice, xxv Biennale. Catalogo. 1950, pp. 383—

386.

Text in Italian. Comment by Alfred H. Barr,
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134 New York. The Solomon R. Guggenheim
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37 New York. Poindexter Gallery. The 30' s:
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Biog., bibl.
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Biog. Reviewed in bibl. 97.
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153 New York. Allan Stone Gallery. De Kooning
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Comment by Allan Stone.

154 New York. Sidney Janis Gallery, ii Abstract
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155 New \ ork. The Solomon R. Guggenheim

Museum. Guggenheim International Award. Jan
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Introduction by Lawrence Alloway. Bibl.
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Drawings by Willem de Kooning. January 10—25,
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Preface by Merle Goodman.

*57 New York. Allan Stone Gallery. Willem de
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Introduction by M. C. Rueppel.
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works.
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Text on de Kooning by Rosalind Krauss.

161 New \ ork. The Solomon R. Guggenheim

Museum. American Drawings. September - Oc
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Introduction by Lawrence Alloway. Bibl.

162 Beverly Hills. Paul Kantor Gallery. Wil

lem de Kooning. March 22 - April 30, 1965.

Preface by William Inge.

163 Northampton, Mass. Smith College Museum

of Art. Willem de Kooning. Apiil 8 - May 2,

1965.

Text by Dore Ashton. Reprints bibl. 3. Chron.,

bibl. Exhibition also shown at Massachusetts

Institute of Technology (May 10 - June 16).

164 Los Angeles. County Museum of Art. New

I ork School. The First Generation. Paintings of

the 1940s and 1950s. July 16 - August 1, 1965.

Edited by Maurice Tuchman. Statements by

the artist. Bibl.

165 Austin. University of Texas. Drawings &.

February 6 — March 15, 1966. 4 works.

Text by D. B. Goodall and M. Matter. Biog.

166 Ridgefield, Conn. Larry Aldrich Museum.

Selections from the John G. Powers Collection. Sep

tember 25 - December 11, 1966. 21 works.

167 Houston. University of St. Thomas. Six Paint

ers. February - April 1967. 8 works.

Texts by T. B. Hess and Morton Feldman.

168 Urbana. University of Illinois. Contemporary

American Painting and Sculpture 1967. March 5 -

April 9, 1967.

Introduction by Allen S. Weller. Biog.

169 Irvine. University of California. Selection of

19th and 20th Century Works from the Hunt

Foods and Industries Museum of Art Collection.

March 7 - 22, 1967. 1 work.

Text by Marc H. Muller. Exhibition later shown

at University of California, Riverside and Fine

Arts Gallery, San Diego.

170 Victoria, Australia. National Gallery. Two

Decades of American Painting. June 6 - July 9,

1967. 3 works.

Essays by Irving Sandler, Lucy Lippard, Gene

Swenson. Exhibition organized by the Inter

national Council of The Museum of Modern

Art, New Tork; also shown in Tokyo (October

15 - November 27, 1966), Kyoto (December 10,

1966- January 22, 1967), New Delhi (March

28 - April 26, 1967), New South Wales (J uly 26-

August 20, 1967). Variant catalogues issued:

J apanese version contains insert with essays in
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171 Berkeley. University of California. Art

Museum. Selection 1967: Recent Acquisitions in

Modern Art. June 20 - September 10, 1967.

Critique by Susan King. Biog.



72 Paris. M. Knoedler & Cie, Six peintres ameri-

cains: Gorky, Kline, de Kooning, Newman, Pol

lock, Rothko. October 1967. 2 works.

73 Frankfort. Frankfurter Kunstverein. Kom-

pass New York. December 30, 1967 - February

11, 1968. 2 works.

Introduction by Jean Leering, in German and

English. Biog. Exhibition organized by the Van

Abbe Museum, Eindhoven, The Netherlands,

and the Museum of Krefeld, Germany.

74 London. Institute of Contemporary Arts.

The Obsessive Image, ig6o-ig68. April 10 - May

29, 1968. 2 works.

Introduction by Mario Amaya.

75 Paris. M. Knoedler & Cie. de Kooning: pein-

tures recentes. June 4 — 29, 1968. 56 works.

Texts in French from bibl. 3, 4, 9.

76 Amsterdam. Stedelijk Museum. Willem de

Kooning. September 19- November 17, 1968.

134 works.

Introduction by T. B. Hess. Statements by the

artist, from bibl. 3,4. Texts in Dutch and Eng

lish. Exhibition also shown at the Tate Gallery,

London (December 5, 1968- January 26, 1969) I

The Museum of Modern Art, New York (March

6 - April 27,1 969) ; the Art Institute of Chicago

(May 17 - July 6, 1969); Los Angeles County

Museum of Art (July 29 -September 14, 1969)-



Catalogue of the Exhibition

Dimensions are given in feet and inches, height pre

ceding width. For drawings, pastels, and collages,

sheet size is given; composition size (comp.) is also

given in some cases. A date is enclosed in paren

theses when it does not appear on the work. A picture

not included in all showings of the exhibition has the

notation (A), (L), (NY), (C), or (LA), indicating that

it is shown in Amsterdam, London, New York,

Chicago, or Los Angeles.

SCHEDULE OF THE EXHIBITION

Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam

September ig - November iy, ig68

The Tate Gallery, London

December 5, ig68 - January 26, ig6g

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

March 6 - April 2y, ig6g

The Art Institute of Chicago

May ly - July 6, ig6g

Los Angeles County Museum of Art

July 2g - September 14, ig6g

PAINTINGS (listed by categories)

Early Abstractions

1 Untitled, {ca. 1934). Oil on canvas, 36x4578

inches. Collection John Becker, London. 111. p. 27

2 Abstract Still Life. {ca . 1938). Oil on canvas, 30 x

36 inches. Collection Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Brust-

lein, Paris. 111. p. 28

3 Pink Landscape, {ca. 1938). Oil on composition

board, 24 x 36 inches. Collection Mr. and Mrs.

Reuben Tarn, New York. 111. p. 28

4 Elegy, [ca. 1939). Oil and charcoal on composition

board, 4074X4778 inches. Private collection.

Courtesy Pasadena Art Museum. 111. p. 29

5 Untitled. (1941-1942). Oil on paper, 55/sX73/8

inches. Allan Stone Gallery, New York. 111. p. 30

6 Untitled {Matchbook). {ca. 1942). Oil and pencil

on paper, 51/2X71/2 inches. Collection Mr. and

Mrs. Stephen D. Paine, Boston. 111. p. 30

7 Untitled. (1943). Oil on composition board, 3174

X53V2 inches. Collection Mr. and Mrs. Frederick

R. Weisman, Beverly Hills, California. (NY, C,

LA)

8 Untitled, {ca. 1944)- Oil and charcoal on paper,

mounted on composition board, i3l/2X2iI/4

inches. Collection Mr. and Mrs. Lee V. Eastman,

New York. 111. p. 31

Early Figures (Men) 1938-1942

9 Two Men Standing, {ca. 1938). Oil on canvas,

6i7sX4578 inches. Private collection. 111. p. 32

10 Man. {ca. 1939). Oil on paper, mounted on com

position board, ii74X93/4 inches. Private collec

tion. 111. p. 33

11 Glazier, {ca. 1940). Oil on canvas, 54X44 inches.

Private collection. 111. p. 34

12 Seated Figure {Classic Male), {ca. 1940). Oil and

charcoal on plywood, 543/8 X 36 inches. Private

collection. 111. p. 35

13 Standing Man. {ca. 1942). Oil on canvas, 4D/8 X

3478 inches. Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford.

The Ella Gallup Sumner and Mary Catlin Sumner

Collection. 111. p. 19



Early Figures (Women) 1940-1944

14 Seated Woman. (ca . 1940). Oil and charcoal on

composition board, 54 X 36 inches. Collection Mrs.

Albert M. Greenfield, Philadelphia. 111. p. 38

15 Woman Sitting. (1943-1944). Oil and charcoal on

composition board, 483/4X42 inches. Collection

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Brustlein, Paris. 111. p. 40

16 Queen of Hearts. (1943-1946). Oil and charcoal on

composition board, 46x273/2 inches. Joseph H.

Hirshhorn Foundation. 111. p. 41

17 Woman, (ca. 1944). Oil and charcoal on canvas,

46x32 inches. Private collection. (A, L, NY). 111.

P- 43

18 Pink Lady. (ca. 1944). Oil and charcoal on compo

sition board, 483/3 X35s/s inches. Collection Mr.

and Mrs. Stanley K. Sheinbaum, Santa Barbara,

California. 111. p. 42

Abstractions 1945-1950

19 Pink Angels, (ca. 1945). Oil and charcoal on can

vas, 52 x 40 inches. Collection Mr. and Mrs. Fred

erick R. Weisman, Beverly Hills, California. 111.

P- 52

20 Study for backdrop (Labyrinth). (1946). Oil and

charcoal on paper, 22^8 X 28^2 inches. Private

collection. 111. p. 49

21 Backdrop for Labyrinth. (1946). Calcimine and

charcoal on canvas, 16 feet 10 inches x 17 feet.

Allan Stone Gallery, New York. (NY, C, LA). 111.

p. 48

22 Special Delivery. 1946. Oil, enamel, and charcoal

on cardboard, 233/3 x 30 inches. Joseph H. Hirsh

horn Foundation

23 Light in August, (ca. 1946). Oil and enamel on pa

per, mounted on canvas, 55 X 41 1/2 inches. Collec-

161 tion Elise C. Dixon, Scottsdale, Arizona. 111. p. 54

24 Valentine. (1947) � Oil and enamel on paper, mount

ed on composition board, 363/8X 241/4 inches.

Collection Mr. and Mrs. Gifford Phillips, Santa

Monica, California

25 Orestes. (1947). Enamel on paper, mounted on

plywood, 243/3 X 363/3 inches. Collection Ruth Ste-

phan Franklin, New York. 111. p. 56

26 Black Friday. (1948). Enamel and oil on compo

sition board, 48 x 38 inches. Collection Mrs. H.

Gates Lloyd, Haverford, Pennsylvania. 111. p. 55

27 Dark Pond. (1948). Enamel on composition board,

463/4 x 553/4 inches. Collection Mr. and Mrs.

Richard L. Weisman, New York. 111. p. 59

28 Painting. (1948). Enamel and oil on canvas,

423/3X563/8 inches. The Museum of Modern Art,

New York. Purchase. 111. p. 57

29 Untitled. (1948). Enamel and oil on paper, mount

ed on composition board, 30 x 40 inches. Collec

tion Mr. and Mrs. Thomas B. Hess, New York. 111.

p. 60

30 Untitled ("D"). (ca. 1946-1948). Oil on paper,

14X113/2 inches. Collection Mr. and Mrs. David

M. Solinger, New York. (NY)

31 Untitled. (1948). Oil and enamel on paper, 133/2 x

12 inches. Collection Carol Bettman Lazar, New

York

32 Secretary. (1948). Oil and charcoal on composition

board, 241/2X36I/2 inches. Joseph H. Hirshhorn

Collection

33 Mailbox. (1948). Oil, enamel, and charcoal on

paper, mounted on cardboard, 233/4X30 inches.

Collection Nelson A. Rockefeller, New York. (A,

L, NY). 111. p. 63

34 Town Square. (1948). Oil and enamel on paper,

mounted on compositon board, i73/8 X 233/4

inches. Collection Mr. and Mrs. Ben Heller, New

York. 111. p. 62

35 Untitled. (1948). Oil and enamel on paper, i87/sX

23 inches. Collection Mary Abbott, New York. 111.

p. 62



81 Door to the River, (i960). Oil on canvas, 80x70

inches. Whitney Museum of American Art, New

York. Gift of the Friends of the Whitney Museum,

and Purchase. (NY, C, LA). 111. p. 118

82 Untitled. (1961). Oil on canvas, 80x70 inches.

Collection Virginia Dwan, New York. 111. p. 117

83 Rosy-Fingered, Dawn at Louse Point. (1963). Oil on

canvas, 80 x 70 inches. Stedelijk Museum, Amster

dam. 111. p. 116

84 Untitled. (1963). Oil on canvas, 80x70 inches.

Joseph H. Hirshhorn Foundation. 111. p. 120

85 Pastorale. (1963). Oil on canvas, 70x80 inches.

Private collection. 111. p. 121

Figures 1961-1967

86 Woman, I. (1961). Oil on paper, with pasted

color photoengraving, mounted on canvas, 29 x

22 3/8 inches. Private collection. 111. p. 119

87 Woman, VIII. (1961). Oil on paper, 29X 223/8

inches. National Collection of Fine Arts, Smith

sonian Institution, Washington, D.C. 111. p. 119

88 Clam Diggers. (1964). Oil on paper, mounted on

composition board, 2o74xi472 inches. Private

collection. Courtesy Pasadena Art Museum. 111.

p. 126

89 Male Figure. (1964). Oil on paper, mounted on

composition board, 2gl/2X2y/2 inches. Collection

Peter Fried, Freeport, New York

90 Reclining Man. (1964). Oil on paper, mounted on

composition board, 23x27 inches. Joseph H.

Hirshhorn Collection. 111. p. 127

91 Two Standing Women. (1964). Oil on paper,

mounted on canvas, 2g72 X 2372 inches. Joseph

H. Hirshhorn Collection

92 Two Figures. (1964). Oil on paper, mounted on

composition board, 293/8 x 233/8 inches. Joseph H.

Hirshhorn Collection. 111. p. 128

93 Two Women. (1964). Oil on paper, mounted on

composition board, 6oI/2X37 inches. Joseph H.

Hirshhorn Collection. 111. p. 129

94 Woman, Sag Harbor. (1964). Oil on wood (door),

80x36 inches. Joseph H. Hirshhorn Collection.

111. p. 130

95 Woman in a Rowboat. (1965). Oil on paper, mount

ed on cardboard, 4 71/2X221/4 inches. Martha

Jackson Gallery, New York. 111. p. 133

96 Singing Woman. 1965. Oil on paper, mounted on

canvas, 88l/4x 2^7/s inches. Collection John and

Kimiko Powers, Aspen, Colorado. (A, L, NY). 111.

p. 130

97 Woman. (1965-1966). Oil on paper, mounted on

canvas, 487/s X 363/8 inches. Allan Stone Gallery,

New York

98 Women Singing, I. (1966). Oil on paper, 3678 x

2474 inches. Collection Mr. and Mrs. Gianluigi

Gabetti, New York

99 Woman Acabonic. (1966). Oil on paper, mounted

on canvas, 8072X36 inches. Whitney Museum of

American Art, New York. Gift of Mrs. Bernard F.

Gimbel. 111. p. 131

100 The Visit. (1967). Oil on canvas, 60x48 inches.

M. Knoedler & Co., Inc., New York, Paris,

London. 111. p. 135

101 Woman and Child. (1967). Oil on paper, 521/2x

47s/s inches. Collection Joseph and Mildred Gos-

man, Toledo, Ohio. 111. p. 132

102 Woman in the Water. (1967). Oil on paper,

mounted on canvas, 2374xi872 inches. James

Goodman Gallery, New York. 111. p. 134

103 Woman on a Sign, II. (1967). Oil on paper,

mounted on canvas, 56 x 4U/4 inches. M. Knoed

ler & Co., Inc., New York, Paris, London

104 Two Figures in a Landscape. (1967). Oil on can

vas, 70 x 80 inches. Stedelijk Museum, Amster

dam. 111. p. 137



DRAWINGS, PASTELS, COLLAGES

(listed chronologically)
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